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The Center for Opportunity Urbanism (COU)
is a 501(c)(3) national think tank. COU focuses on
the study of cities as generators of upward mobility.

COU’s mission is to change the urban policy
discussion, both locally and globally.
We are seeking to give voice to a ‘people
oriented’ urbanism that focuses on
economic opportunity, upward mobility,
local governance and broad based growth that
reduces poverty and enhances quality of life for all.

For a comprehensive collection of COU
publications and commentary, go to
www.opportunityurbanism.org.
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John C. Beddow, Author – served as publisher of the
Houston Business Journal from 1998 to last year. He successful turned the HBJ fromjust a weekly print product to
a 24/7 digital first multi-platform business news channel.
Heserves on the advisory board of the Houston Technology
Center and a recently startedhis own consulting company
– Real Time Consulting, specializing in sales, marketing,
media relations and project management. He lives part
time in the Hill Country.
Scott Beyer, Author – is a Forbes columnist and
cross-country traveler who covers U.S. urban issues. For
three years, he’s circling America to live for a month each in
30 cities, starting from Miami and ending in New York City.
The point is to write a book about revitalizing cities through
Market Urbanism—which is the intersection of classical
liberal economics with urban issues. But he also writes
articles on multiple other city subjects.
Henry Cisneros, Author – is Chairman of City View
companies, which have invested in and built more than
90 urban residential projects since 2000 in 13 states. Mr.
Cisneros is also Chairman of the Executive Committee of
Siebert Cisneros Shank, one of the nation’s most successful
minority-owned public finance and capital markets firms,
having participated in more than $2.5 trillion in municipal
and public authority issuances and corporate transactions.
Mr. Cisneros was Mayor of San Antonio for four terms and
was Secretary of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development in President Clinton’s Cabinet from 1993-97.
He is a corporate board member of Univision Communications and La Quinta Holdings and is Vice Chairman of
Habitat for Humanity International and a board member of
the Bipartisan Policy Center in Washington D.C.
Cullum Clark, Author – is the President of Prothro
Clark Company, a Dallas family investment firm, and is also
a doctoral student in the Economics Department at SMU.
At Prothro Clark Company, Cullum oversees an investment
program comprising public equities, bonds, real estate,
hedge funds, private equity, and venture capital. His research in economics focuses on monetary policy, financial
economics, economic history, and economic geography.
Wendell Cox, Author & Demographer – is a senior fellow
at the Center for Opportunity Urbanism in Houston and the
Frontier Centre for Public Policy in Canada. He was appointed to three terms on the Los Angeles County Transportation
Commission, served on the Amtrak Reform Council and
served as a visiting professor at the Conservatoire National des
Arts et Metiers, a Paris university. He has a degree in government from California State University, Los Angeles and an
MBA from Pepperdine University in Los Angeles.
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Klaus Desmet, Author – is the Altshuler Centennial
Interdisciplinary Professor of Cities, Regions and Globalization at Southern Methodist University and a Research
Fellow at the Centre for Economic Policy Research in
London. He holds an MSc in Business and Engineering
from the Université catholique de Louvain and a PhD in
Economics from Stanford University. He previously was
professor at Universidad Carlos III de Madrid. His research
focuses on regional economics, urban economics, international trade, and economic growth. He has published in
leading academic journals such as the American Economic
Review, the Journal of Political Economy and the Journal of
Development Economics, and his work has been covered by
the BBC, The Economist and The Times.
Zina Klapper, Editor – is a writer/editor/journalist with
many years of national credits. Most recently, she edited
and helped develop a signature 1,200-page volume of 52
essays for MITs Center for Advanced Urbanism, scheduled for publication by Princeton Architectural Press in
2017. During the past decade, her international media outreach and writing for the Levy Economics Institute of Bard
College has included numerous commentaries on major
news outlets worldwide.
Joel Kotkin, Author & Editor – is Executive Director of
the Center for Opportunity Urbanism in Houston, Texas.
He also serves asthe RC Hobbs Presidential Fellow in Urban
Futures at Chapman University and director of the Chapman Center for Demographics and Policy. He is executive
editor of the widely read website www.newgeography.com
and a regular contributor to Forbes.com, Real Clear Politics,
the Daily Beast and The Orange County Register. He is also
author of eight books, his most recent is The Human City:
Urbanism for the Rest of Us.
Alicia Kurimska, Lead Researcher – is an editor and
contributor at NewGeography.com. She graduated from
Chapman University with a degree in history, writing
her thesis on former Czech President Edvard Benes’s struggle to preserve his nation She has contributed to many
reports, such as OC Model: A Vision for Orange Country’s
Future, Housing the Future: The Inland Empire as Southern
California’s Indispensable Geography, and MIT’s project on
the Future of Suburbia.
Jim LeSage, Author – received his PhD in economics
from Boston College and a Master’s degree from University of Toledo, where he was a faculty member from 1988
to 2005. Since 2006 he has been the Jerry and Linda Gregg
Fields Endowed Chair in Urban & Regional Economics
at Texas State University. He is a Fellow of the Regional
Science Association International, Spatial Econometrics
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Association and Southern Regional Science Association,
and a past president of the North American Regional Science Council. He has published over 100 scholarly journal
articles, and is co-author with R. Kelley Pace of a 2009 book
entitled Introduction to Spatial Econometrics. His research
has received past support from the National Science Foundation, and he has given workshops on spatial econometrics in Austria, China, France, Germany, Portugal, Spain
and several American universities.
Ali Modarres, Geographer – is the Director of Urban
Studies at the University of Washington at Tacoma. He is a
geographer and landscape architect, specializing in urban
policy and planning. He has written extensively about
social geography, transportation planning, and urban
development issues in American cities.
Aaron M. Renn, Editor – is a Senior Fellow at the
Manhattan Institute for Policy Research and a Contributing
Editor at its quarterly magazine City Journal. He is also an
economic development columnist for Governing magazine
and contributor to many other publications.
Rogelio Sáenz, Author – is Dean of the College of Public
Policy and holds the Mark G. Yudof Endowed Chair at the
University of Texas at San Antonio.He is also a Policy Fellow
of the Carsey School of Public Policy at the University of
New Hampshire. Sáenz has written extensively in the areas
of demography, Latina/os, race and ethnic relations, inequality, immigration, public policy, social justice, and human rights.He is co-author of Latinos in the United States:
Diversity and Change and co-editor of The International
Handbook of the Demography of Race and Ethnicity.Sáenz
regularly writes op-ed essays on social, demographic, economic, and political issues with his contributions appearing in such newspapers as the Austin American-Statesman,
El Paso Times, New York Times, Rio Grande Guardian, and
the San Antonio Express-News.

Anne Snyder, Author – is a Fellow at the Center for
Opportunity Urbanism, a Houston-based think tank that
explores how cities can drive opportunity and social mobility for the bulk of their citizens. She is also the Director
of The Character Initiative at The Philanthropy Roundtable,
a pilot program that seeks to help foundations and wealth
creators around the country advance character formation
through their giving. She previously worked at The New
York Times in Washington, as well as World Affairs Journal and the Ethics and Public Policy Center. She holds a
Master’s degree in journalism from Georgetown University
and a B.A. in philosophy and international relations from
Wheaton College (IL), and has published in The Atlantic
Monthly, National Journal, The Washington Post, City Journal and elsewhere.
Ryan Streeter, Author – is the Executive Director of
the Center for Politics and Governance at the University of
Texas at Austin and Clinical Professor of Public Policy at the
LBJ School of Public Affairs. Streeter has conducted policy
research projects for think tanks, institutional nonprofits,
and public agencies at the federal, state, and local levels.
He served as a Special Assistant for Domestic Policy to
President George W. Bush, Deputy Chief of Staff for Policy
and Strategy to Indiana Governor Mike Pence, and Policy
Advisor to Indianapolis Mayor Stephen Goldsmith. He was
a Senior Fellow at the Legatum Institute in London, has
served as a Transatlantic Fellow with the German Marshall
Fund, and was a Research Fellow at the Hudson Institute.
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THE EMERGENCE OF TEXAS URBANISM;
THE TRIANGLE TAKES OFF
HENRY CISNEROS
Throughout the history of the United States, much of
the nation’s economic vitality can be traced to specific
regions and their mastery of the productive sectors which
propelled the country forward. Today we see this most evident in the remarkable emergence of the “Texas Triangle”
encompassing Houston, Dallas-Ft. Worth, and Austin-San
Antonio.
The role of metropolitan regions reflects a steady theme
of shifting economic power throughout American urban
history.The early stages of commercial growth and then the
first wave of industrial innovation established the economic strength of the New York-Connecticut-Massachusetts
region; the global roles of New York City and Boston owe
much to this early start, in part due to the talent networks
and capital that clustered in these cities.
Heavy industry, the next phase of industrial growth
--- autos, steel, and appliances --- blossomed in the early
Twentieth Century, transformingmetros from Cleveland
to Chicago into global economic powers. These areas
provided the country much of the wherewithal to win the
Second World War.Over the last 75 years, technology breakthroughs and Asia-Pacific trade relationships have steadily
accelerated the importance of the extended West Coast
region from Seattle to San Diego.
More recent has been the rise of other regions, many
which were once backwaters. This includes Miami, with its
strong ties to the Caribbean and South America; the Southern belt of cities reaching in an arc from Charlotte and
Raleigh to Atlanta and Nashville. Then there’s the rising Intermountain West, centered largely in the metros of Denver,
Salt Lake City and Phoenix.
But no place has seen more dramatic and steady economic and demographic growth than the Texas Triangle,
formed by the Dallas-Fort Worth metro at its northern point
in North Texas; the Houston metro at its southeastern edge
on the Gulf Coast; and Austin-San Antonio at its western tip
in Central Texas.
The growth of these areas has transformed Texas from a
largely agricultural and commodities-producing state into
a highly urbanized and economically sophisticated place.
Together the metropolitan areas of the Texas Triangle have
a population of more than 18 million residents.1 The Texas
Triangle metros together account for more than 66 % of the
population2 of Texas and 77%3 of the GDP of the nation’s
second largest state.
This emergence is now globally acknowledged. In terms
of economic strength, each of the Texas Triangle metros
ranked among the top six strongest urban areas in the
nation in a post-recession analysis by the Praxis group4 and
their economic output together would position the Texas

The Triangle Takes Off

Triangle as the fifth strongest regional economy in the U.S.
in a framework created by metropolitan scholar Richard
Florida.5 The fact that these measurements use a variety of
factors suggests the powerful and pervasive nature of the
Texas urban ascendency.
One way to look at the importance of the Texas Triangle
is to examine the vital and often quite unique economic
contributions which each metropolitan area contributes to
the nation’s well-being.
• Houston is the acknowledged energy capital of
the world with its complex of energy headquarters, financing institutions, research centers, and
petroleum processing and transportation facilities.
Its medical center houses more clinical institutions
and life sciences research facilities than any other
medical complex in the world.
• Dallas-Fort Worth is an established financial
center, telecommunications pioneer, and its two
airports are the hubs of flights connecting the
Southwestern U.S. to the nation and to the world. It
has become a favored location for corporate expansions and relocations for both domestic and foreign
companies.
•
Austin and San Antonio are connected by 75 miles
of continuous urbanization, including the vital region around San Marcos and a string of the fastest
growing small cities in the nation. Austin is home
to world-class companies, particularly in technology, the University of Texas, and also is home to
the government of the nation’s second largest state.
San Antonio is home to the nation’s second largest
concentration of cybersecurity companies, to three
major Armed Forces commands, to an international automotive manufacturing hub centered on
Toyota, and to the most visited destinations in the
state, the Alamo and the Riverwalk.
Although not as established as a global center as the
metropolitan networks on the East and West coasts, the
Texas Triangle now occupies an increasingly important
place among the world’s commercial centers. There are
now 53 Fortune 500 firms6 headquartered in the Triangle
metros, including American Airlines, AT&T, and Exxon
Mobil in Dallas-Fort Worth; USAA and Valero, and Whole
Foods in San Antonio and Austin; and Conoco-Phillips and
Halliburton in Houston. Global headquarters, such as Occidental Petroleum, and national operational headquarters,
such as those of Toyota USA and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, underscore that the global role of the Texas Triangle is
ascendant.
The Texas Triangle is also home to a concentration of
high-quality higher education. Nationally-ranked research
institutions such as the University of Texas at Austin and
Rice University in Houston are joined by such major public
institutions as the University of Houston; the University of
Texas campuses at San Antonio, Dallas, and Arlington; and
the Texas A&M campus in San Antonio. Excellent private
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institutions include Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas Christian University in Fort Worth, and Trinity
University and Incarnate Word University in San Antonio.
Within the geographic expense of the Texas Triangle are
such powerhouses as Texas A&M University in College Station and Baylor University in Waco.
The Texas Triangle is connected to the commercial
centers of the globe through its impressive transportation
assets. The Port of Houston is the second largest port7 by
volume of tonnage in the U.S. The state boosts major airline
hubs for American Airlines at DFW Airport, for United
Airlines at George Bush Houston International, and for
Southwest Airlines at Love Field in Dallas, as well as extensive international airline connections from Austin and San
Antonio. Major cargo volumes flow on the state’s highway
grid, most notably on the NAFTA Highway, IH-35, which
delineates the western spine of the Texas Triangle and
expedites the greatest volume of international freight from
any inland port to markets across the nation.
This economic ascendency owes much to pro – business Texas policies, largely embraced by both major political parties, that stress job creation and wage growth as the
best strategies for continued and broadened prosperity.
Investments in roads, water, power, broadband, ports and
essential public facilities, such as higher education campuses, remain priorities in state and municipal budgets.
But what really makes the Triangle grow is its people,
animated by the spirit of new opportunity luring workready in-migrants from other states and ambitious immigrants from around the world. Texas attracts investors,
entrepreneurs, researchers, inventors, and workers who
recognize a state committed to reducing barriers to economic success and to creating the financial, educational,
and physical conditions for growth and upward mobility.
That combination of the policy regime, the physical
facilities, and the human energies has created an economic
juggernaut now claiming its place among the great commercial networks of the world. The nation can look to the
Texas Triangle for future breakthroughs in innovative products and creative services. But beyond that the world can
look to the Texas Triangle for examples of cities that combine a passion for growth with a determination to improve
the lives of people.
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THE TEXAS URBAN MODEL

Figure 1

JOEL KOTKIN AND WENDELL COX

CHANGE IN TOTAL EMPLOYMENT: 2000-2016

The future of American cities can be summed up in five
letters: Texas. The metropolitan areas of the Lone Star state
are developing rapidly. These cities are offering residents a
broad array of choices — from high density communities to
those where the population is spread out — and a wealth of
opportunities.
Historically, Texas was heavily dependent on commodities such as oil, cotton, and cattle, with its cities
largely disdained by observers. John Gunther, writing in
1946, described Houston as having “…a residential section
mostly ugly and barren, without a single good restaurant
and hotels with cockroaches.”8 The only reasons to live in
Houston, he claimed, were economic ones; it was a city “…
where few people think about anything but money.”9 He
also predicted that the area would have a million people by
now. Actually, the metropolitan area today is well on the
way to seven million.10
It would no doubt shock Gunther to learn that Texas
now boasts some of the most dynamic urban areas in the
high income world. Approximately 80 percent of all population growth since 2000 in the Lone Star state has been
in the four largest metropolitan areas.11 People may wear
cowboy boots, drive pickups and attend the big rodeo in
Houston, but they are first and foremost part of a great
urban experiment.
The notion of Texas as an urban model still rankles
many of those who think of themselves as urbanists. Most
urbanists, when thinking of cities of the future, keep an eye
on the past, identifying with the already great cities that
follow the traditional transit dependent and dense urban
form: New York, London, Chicago, Paris, Tokyo.12 And yet,
within these five urban areas, there are large, evolving,
dynamic sections that are automobile oriented and have
lower density.

MEASURING EMPLOYMENT SUCCESS
Since 2000, Dallas and Houston have increased jobs by
31 percent, growing at three times the rate of increase in
New York and five times as rapidly as Los Angeles. Texas’
smaller but up-and-coming metropolitan regions are also
thriving, with San Antonio and Austin, for example, boasting some of the most rapid job growth in the country.

This growth is not all at the low end of the job market,
as some suggest.13 Over the past fifteen years Texas cities
have generally experienced faster STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math-related) job growth than their
more celebrated rivals. Austin and San Antonio have grown
their STEM related jobs even more quickly than the San
Francisco Bay Area has grown theirs, while both Houston
and Dallas-Fort Worth have increased STEM employment
far more rapidly than New York, Los Angeles or Chicago.
Figure 2

STEM JOB GROWTH: 2001-2016

The Texas cities also have enjoyed faster growth in
middle class jobs, those paying between 80 percent and
200 percent of the median wage at the national level.
Since 2001, these jobs have grown 39 percent in Austin, 26
percent in Houston, and 21 percent in Dallas-Fort Worth, a
much more rapid clip than experienced in San Francisco,
New York or Los Angeles, while Chicago has actually seen
these kinds of job decrease.
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Figure 3

MIDDLE-CLASS JOB GROWTH: 2000-2016

Recent Pew Research Center data illustrates that between 2000 and 2014, out of the 53 metropolitan areas with
populations of more than 1,000,000, San Antonio had the
second largest gain in percentage of combined middle-income and upper-income households; the percentage of
households in the lower-income segment dropped.14 Houston ranked 6th and Austin ranked 13th, while Dallas-Fort
Worth placed 25th, still in the top half.15
Much of the credit for this growth in jobs goes to the
state’s reputation for business friendliness. Texas is consistently ranked by business executives as the first or second
leading state. Needless to say, New York, California and
Illinois do not fare nearly as well. The Texas tax burden
ranks 41st in the country. Compare this to New York, which
has the highest total state tax burden, Texas rates are also
far lower than those in New York, neighbors Connecticut
and New Jersey, or in California.16

THE DEMOGRAPHIC EQUATION
No surprise, then, that people are flocking to the Texas
cities. Over the last ten years, Dallas-Ft. Worth and Houston have emerged as the fastest growing big cities of more
than five million people in the high-income world, growing
more than three times faster in population than New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles or Boston. Among the 53 US major
metropolitan areas, four of the top seven fastest growing
from 2010 to 2015 were in Texas.
Foreign immigration, a key indicator of economic opportunity, is now growing much faster in Texas’ cities than
in those of its more established rivals. Between 2000 and
2014 alone, Texas absorbed more than 1.6 million foreign
born citizens. In numbers, that’s slightly less than California took in, but in proportion to Texas’ population it is 60
percent more.17
During that same time period the Latino population of
Austin grew by 90 percent; Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston
each grew by about 75 percent. In contrast, the Latino population in Los Angeles grew only 17 percent.
Houston now has a far higher percentage of foreign
born residents than Chicago does. Dallas-Ft. Worth draws
10

even with Chicago in that measurement, with an immigrant population that has grown three times as fast as that
of the Windy City since 2000.
Economic opportunity explains much of the difference.
Texas’ vibrant industrial and construction culture has provided many opportunities for Latino business owners. In a
recent measurement of best cities for Latino entrepreneurs,
Texas accounted for more than one third of the top 50 cities
out of 150.18 In another measurement, San Antonio and
Houston boasted far larger shares of Latino-owned businesses than Los Angeles, which also has a strong Latino
presence.19
Texas is not a totally successful environment for minorities. Poverty levels for blacks and Hispanics remain
high, and education levels lag in Houston, Dallas-Fort
Worth and San Antonio.20 But the key factor is that Texas
cities present superior prospects for upward mobility.

DOMESTIC MIGRATION TRENDS
Since 2000, Dallas-Ft. Worth has gained 570,000 net
domestic migrants, and Houston has netted 500,000. In
contrast, the New York area has had a net loss of over 2.6
million people, while Los Angeles hemorrhaged a net 1.6
million, and Chicago nearly 900,000.21 Dallas-Fort Worth,
Houston, Austin and San Antonio were all among the top
eleven in total net domestic migration gains. The smaller
Texas cities have also experienced large gains in migrants.
Many newcomers come from places — notably, California — where many Texans once migrated. Between 2001
and 2013, more than 145,000 people (net) have moved from
greater Los Angeles to the Texas cities, while about 80,000
have come from Chicago and 90,000 from New York.22
Figure 4

NET DOMESTIC MIGRATION TO LARGE TX CITIES

As Dallas Morning News columnist Mitchell Schnurman says, “If oil prices don’t go up, Texas can always count
on California — and New York, Florida, Illinois and New
Jersey.”23

The Texas Urban Model

CREATING THE NEXT GENERATION OF URBANITES
Texas urban growth has occurred more or less in conjunction with market demand, without the strict controls
and grandiose ‘visions’ that dominate planning in New
York and California. Overall housing prices in Texas cities
remain, on average, one-half or less than those in coastal
California cities such as San Francisco, San Jose, San Diego
and Los Angeles. They are a third below those in New York,
and have not experienced the huge spikes in housing inflation seen elsewhere in the Northeast Corridor, such as in
Boston. 24
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Figure 7

AFRICAN AMERICAN HOME OWNERSHIP: 2014

Figure 5

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY: 2015

Figure 8

HISPANIC HOME OWNERSHIP: 2014

The lower house prices in Texas facilitate greater
aspirations to home ownership, particularly among young
people. The financial leap from renting to owning is far
less daunting in Texas than it is the Northeast, or in some
western US cities.
Figure 6

MEDIAN HOUSE VALUE TO ANNUAL RENT RATIO

A review of US Department of Commerce Bureau of
Economic Analysis data indicates that housing costs are
responsible for virtually all of the cost-of-living differences between the nation’s approximately 380 metropolitan
areas.25 Consequently, it is far cheaper to live in Texas cities
— even Austin — than in Boston, New York, Los Angeles,
San Diego, Chicago and, most of all, the San Francisco and
San Jose metropolitan areas.
Figure 9

FOREIGN BORN POPULATION: 2000-2014

These lower prices have been a boon to ethnic minorities, who make up an ever-growing percentage of the population in cities nationwide. Latinos and African-Americans
are far more likely to be home owners in Texas cities than in
New York, Los Angeles, Boston or San Francisco.
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Figure 10

Figure 11

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY: 2015

AGE 25-34 COLLEGE EDUCATED GROWTH

Some observers lament that, due to market forces, the
vast majority of Texas metropolitan growth — nearly 100
percent — has taken place in the suburbs and exurbs.26 Yet
the Texas cities mirror nationwide experiences: there is
essentially no difference between the share of metropolitan
development in the Texas suburbs and the share in most
other areas. The average share for all major metropolitan
areas is 99.8 percent, including in Portland, Oregon, the
much ballyhooed model for densification.
Ironically, dense housing development has grown more
rapidly in Texas cities than it has in California, where the
state has tried to mandate dense development.27 Building
permit rates indicate that Texas cities have led the nation in
both low density single family housing and in high density
multifamily development. Between 2010 and 2015, Texas’
largest cities held three of the top five positions among the
53 major metropolitan areas in the issuance of multifamily
building permits. Austin led the nation in these permits,
while Houston and Dallas-Fort Worth had higher multifamily building permit rates than San Jose, Denver, Portland,
Washington, or Los Angeles. At the same time, these three
Texas cities also were in the top 10 in single-family building permits. Who occupies these new residences? Between
2010 and 2014 Texas cities, led by Austin and San Antonio,
experienced higher rates of growth among college educated
25 to 34 year olds than did traditional ‘brain centers’ like
New York, Boston, Chicago and even San Francisco. During
thetech boom of the late 1990s, more people moved from
Texas to the Bay Area than vice versa; in the current one,
the pattern is reversed.28 A recent San Jose Mercury poll
found that one-third of all Bay Area residents hope to leave
the area, primarily citing high housing costs and overall
cost of living.29

As young people mature, Texas’ major urban areas
provide them with an array of choices.30 Texas city-dwellers,
unlike many New Yorkers or San Franciscans, do not need
to choose between living a middle class family lifestyle or
staying in a city they love. Texas housing policies that allow
organic growth driven by the market are attractive to young
people seeking to establish careers or families, and to those
who are already newly-established.31
These trends will have a long-term demographic impact, and suggest a continuing Texan ascendency. According to the American Community Survey’s ranking of elementary-age school children per family, Austin, Dallas-Fort
Worth, Houston and San Antonio rank in the top six among
the 53 major metropolitan areas. By comparison, Chicago
ranks twenty-second, Los Angeles twenty-seventh, New
York thirty-sixth, and San Francisco 45th.
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Figure 12

AGE 6-11 OWN CHILDREN PER FAMILY: 2014

The Lone Star State is already home to two of the
nation’s five largest metropolitan areas, the first time in
history that any state has so dominated the nation’s large
urban centers. At its current rate of growth, Dallas-Ft.
Worth, could surpass Chicago in the 2040s, as would
Houston a decade later. By 2050 the Lone Star state could
dominate America’s big urban centers even more than it
does now.32
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ABOUT OUR REPORTS
Opportunity urbanism defines the rise of Texas cities.
“The consensus in San Antonio,” notes former Mayor and
HUD Secretary Henry Cisneros, “is all about jobs. Everything is driven by that. The idea of inclusiveness for Latinos
may have started a political dialogue, but now everything
is focused on business and opportunity. People get along
because we have the same goals.”
Fast-growing Texas cities also face numerous challenges, including the worn out and inadequate infrastructure
seen in the recent flooding in Houston, and issues with water supplies and traffic. Some suggest this means that Texas
cities need to mimic the regulatory and transit policies of
older cities that are growing more slowly.33 We differ: Texas
cities need strategies appropriate to young, demographically dynamic and dispersed urban areas.
Of course, the Lone Star State’s metropolitan areas
differ considerably from each other. Our research teams —
drawn from Southern Methodist University, University of
Texas at Austin, University of Texas at San Antonio, and
Texas State University — focus on the uniqueness of each
of these regions in their reports. All of them benefited from
research and insights from locally based groups such as
the Dallas Chamber of Commerce, the Greater San Marcos
Partnership, the San Antonio Chamber of Commerce and
the Greater Houston Partnership. The Business Journal in
each of the four major Texas regions also provided both
data and local insight.
This research also tapped some of the nation’s best
urban experts, including Aaron Renn, a senior fellow at the
Manhattan Institute; author Scott Beyer; and geographer
Ali Modarres. Like them, the authors of this introductory essay are not Texans, but perhaps we appreciate Texas
urbanism because it differs so much from what we see at
home.

Our first reports come from two stellar researchers,
Klaus Desmet and Cullum Clark. They focus on how the
Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex is supplanting Chicago as the
business capital of mid-America, as evidenced by migration
patterns, corporate locations, and job growth. The Windy
City is still a great one, but new gusts are turning Dallas-Fort Worth into the future center of mid-America.
Then, Center for Opportunity Urbanism fellow Anne
Snyder gives us a charming view of Houston’s remarkable
entrepreneurial and independent spirit. She portrays an
often maligned metropolis that is rapidly emerging as a
global center not only in business, but in culture.
The University of Texas’ Ryan Streeter explores Austin’s
emergence as one of the world’s great tech centers, and
tells why it’s consistently ranked as among the best places
for start-ups.34 Ryan’s analysis admits the capital city is
different from other cities in the state, but shows that it still
maintains a typically Texan growth pattern that is far more
dispersed than many imagine.
Urban journalist Scott Beyer looks at San Antonio. Long
a capital of Mexican-American culture, it is now emerging
as a dynamic, entrepreneurial service center of technology,
finance and business, as well. What Scott learned about San
Antonio may even surprise some Texans.
Finally, John Beddow, Hill County resident and former
Houston Business Journal publisher, and James LeSage,
urban geographer at Texas State University at San Marcos,
profile what is rapidly becoming the fastest growing urban
region in the nation: the burgeoning corridor between San
Antonio and Austin.
We hope you will enjoy these essays and find them as
thought-provoking as we do. We are convinced that the success of Texas cities is of critical relevance, not only for the
Lone Star State, but for the future of American urbanism.
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Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) has started the 21st century
with a bang.35 Like the other major metro areas in Texas,
the DFW area has grown far faster than most large U.S. cities: 35 percent population growth for the DFW metro area
between 2000 and 2014, compared to an average growth
rate of 21 percent for America’s top 40 cities. GDP per capita
growth in the metro area has also handily outpaced the
average of its “Top 40” peers as well, 46 percent versus 39
percent.
It’s not just numbers, but also strong qualitative
growth. Dallas-Fort Worth has consistently ranked as one
of the premier destinations for corporate relocations and
facilities growth. It has built on its central location and
efficient transportation infrastructure to become ever more
pivotal to the nation’s commerce across a wide variety
of industries. The DFW area just reached the milestone
of housing 7 million people, making it the fourth largest
metropolitan area in the country. Looking ahead, DFW is
increasingly challenging Chicago, currently number three
at 9.6 million, as the leading business center in the interior of the United States. Texas state and local authorities
project that the DFW population will reach 10.5 million by
2040.36 This economic and demographic success has arguably positioned greater Dallas as the next great American
metropolis.
Why has DFW grown so fast, particularly since 2000?
How does the growth of DFW fit into the larger story of how
the system of American cities has evolved in recent years?
And how has the type of growth and urbanism which
characterizes the leading cities in Texas contributed to the
success of the DFW area?
DFW has gotten many things right, particularly with
respect to taxes, land use policies, airports, and other
infrastructure. But it has also benefited enormously from
a confluence of long-term economic changes transforming the whole landscape of urban America. To sum up our
argument, the DFW area has grown so fast because it has
proved a more hospitable environment to middle-income
individuals and families than most other large U.S. cities in
recent years.

WHO’S COMING?
The field of urban economics starts from the premise
that people can move from one city to another relatively
easily, so the configuration of people across cities at any
moment in time reflects what urban economists call a
“spatial equilibrium,” that is, people are where they want to
14

be and cannot readily improve their lives by moving elsewhere. Urban economists go on to break down the considerations that people take into account in deciding where to
live into three categories:37
• Productivity - which drives how much people can
earn in a given place
• Amenities – which are the natural or man-made features which make a city a desirable place to live
• Costs - which range from housing and other direct
costs of living to traffic congestion, long commutes,
and other ills associated with high urban density
A large shift in population from one group of cities
to another over a period of time prompts the question of
what’s changed during the period, and specifically how the
relative configuration of productivity, amenities, and costs
has evolved.
We put the data on DFW in comparative perspective,
looking at the top 40 metropolitan statistical areas, as the
U.S. Census calls them. We also divide this group into the
top 20 “coastal” cities and the top 20 “interior” cities, since
one of the big 21st century demographic stories in the
United States has been a large migration of people from the
largest coastal cities to somewhat smaller interior
cities.38 This migration has reversed the dominant trend of
the 20th century – which saw large migrations to the coasts,
especially California – and provides a larger context for the
recent growth of DFW and other Texas metro areas.
Since the DFW region has been the recipient of tremendous inbound net migration, one question to address is
who’s been moving to the area. Demographic data suggests
three general patterns. Inbound migrants to the area:
• Come from everywhere, to a greater degree than has
been the case in most other large cities
• Disproportionately include young families with
children
• Are less educated, on average, relative to the Top 40
cities
First, DFW has been exceptionally successful in attracting both domestic and international migrants. Of DFW’s 35
percent population growth since 2000, 10 percent is from
net migration from elsewhere in the United States and
8 percent consists of net immigration from abroad — in
both cases well above the Top 40 city average (the rest of
DFW’s growth is from natural population growth - more
births than deaths). This pattern is unusual. The biggest
beneficiaries of net domestic migration, adjusted for their
size, are generally smaller, relatively inexpensive interior
cities like Nashville, San Antonio, and Phoenix, which have
tended to attract disproportionately small immigration
by foreign-born people. Meanwhile, the largest coastal
cities have attracted more than their share of foreign-born
immigrants, while mostly losing native-born people to net
outbound migration.
Figure 1 illustrates the largest sources of inbound
domestic migration to DFW, as well as the largest destinations for outbound migration, by county. The largest source
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of inbound domestic migration is Southern California,
followed by the New York-to-Boston corridor, Chicago, and,
to a lesser extent, Midwestern cities like Kansas City and
St. Louis. Mexico, India, and China are the most important
sources of international migration to the area.
Figure 1

NET DOMESTIC MIGRATION TO/FROM DALLASFT. WORTH METROPOLITAN AREA, 2000-2013

TOWARDS AN EXPLANATION
Traditional explanations for the relative success of
DFW typically focus on its warm weather, its central location, its vast airport (the 9th busiest in the world), its transportation infrastructure, and its business-friendly political
climate. These assets are very real, but they do not do a very
good job of explaining the city’s unusual growth since 2000,
for two reasons. One is that a number of other interior cities
have similar advantages but have grown at more pedestrian
rates. The other reason is that DFW already had these assets
in 2000 and indeed well before then. To explain the dramatic population shifts since 2000, one must focus on what has
changed over the last 16 years.

PRODUCTIVITY

Source: IRS county to county migration data, analysis by Aaron M. Renn

A second pattern is that migrants to DFW disproportionately include young families with children. DFW, along
with Houston, has the highest proportion of under-18 people in its population of any Top 40 metro area. Big coastal
cities like New York, San Francisco, and Seattle, meanwhile,
continue to do reasonably well in attracting single, well-educated Millennials, even as married people with children
move out in droves.
Third, migrants to the area are less educated, on average, relative to the Top 40 average. DFW ranks somewhat
behind the Top 40 average in the share of 25-34 year-olds
with a Bachelor’s degree or higher (32.7 percent versus 37.6
percent in 2014) and the share of the total population with
an advanced degree (9.4 percent versus 11.8 percent). All
major metro areas have seen these educational attainment
rates increase since 2000, but DFW and other Texas cities
have experienced smaller-than-average growth, in large
part because the population of inbound migrants ranks
lower than average in education levels.39 The metro areas
which have experienced the greatest increases in education
levels are generally the ones with already high levels in
2000, mostly in the Northeast and on the West Coast. That
said, although DFW’s growth in the share of people with
degrees has been slower than some other cities, its total
number of people with a Bachelor’s degree or higher has
grown by more than 500,000 since 2000 – fourth highest
among all metro areas — simply because the region has
added so many people.

The data on relative productivity, amenities, and urban
costs across America’s top 40 cities point to a great deal of
change. Consider, first of all, productivity. Average personal
income per capita in DFW is very close to the Top 40 average, and has also experienced nearly identical growth since
2000 (Table 1). However, it has moderately outperformed
the “Interior” Top 20 in income growth, and currently has
higher average income levels than most interior peers. Perhaps most relevant are differences across cities for the same
occupational category, since people deciding where to live
and work are presumably most interested in comparisons
within their own occupation.
Productivity in DFW is higher than that of the Interior Top 20 average in finance and business operations and
computer operations, two of the fields most heavily represented in DFW. Productivity growth in DFW has outpaced
the Interior Top 20 average in finance and business operations since 2000, though not in computer operations.40 In
sum, the data suggests that DFW has performed modestly
ahead of most Interior Top 20 metro areas in productivity
growth, though not ahead of the Coastal Top 20.
Population and productivity growth feed off each other.
Urban economists have regularly found that large cities offer residents opportunities to be more productive and earn
higher wages than they could in smaller, less dense locations. Generally speaking high population growth tends to
promote high productivity growth. High productivity and
wages, in turn, attract more people. So, DFW’s productivity
growth is undoubtedly a consequence, in part, of the area’s
rapid population expansion.
But there are deeper reasons why it has achieved above
average productivity growth, relative to other interior cities.
One is the long-term trend towards increasing geographic
concentration of service-sector activities, a global trend
that runs counter to the rising geographic dispersion of
manufacturing activity.41 DFW has been fortunate to see financial services and professional/business services, its two
fields of greatest comparative advantage, grow from 30.2
percent to 31.9 percent of the U.S. economy between 2000
and 2014, and become more geographically concentrated in
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a handful of large urban centers, including its own.42 Specialist healthcare services have also become increasingly
concentrated in major medical centers, another trend that
has benefited the region.43

TABLE 1
WAGE AND INCOME COMPARISONS
DFW

Interior
Top 20

Coastal
Top 20

Top 40

Personal inc / capita

$49,506

$46,938

$51,745

$49,342

Growth, 2000-14

45.8%

43.6%

48.1%

45.9%

Business & finance ops

$32,700

$30,300

$33,300

$31,800

Computer ops

$38,800

$36,400

$41,000

$38,700

Business & finance ops

49.3%

45.6%

49.9%

47.8%

Computer ops

39.6%

43.5%

54.0%

48.8%

Median wage by occupation:

Growth, 2000-14:

Source: U.S. Census, ACS database; and Bureau of Labor Statistics data.

Another factor lies in the diversity of DFW’s industrial
base. An insight from urban economics is that diversity of
industries and employment turns out to be good for productivity growth in modern cities. Industrial concentration
is helpful if it is in the right industries, as in Silicon Valley, at
least for today, but not if it is in (say) automobiles, as in Detroit, or steel, as in Pittsburgh. But diversity provides more
than a hedge against decline in a city’s primary job engine.
The author Jane Jacobs famously argued that large, industrially diverse cities promote cross-fertilization of ideas and
make residents more productive on average.44 Research
by the urban economist Edward Glaeser of Harvard and
others has confirmed this relationship in U.S. data in recent
decades.45
DFW has reaped the fruits of having an exceptionally
diverse economy. According to comparisons of industrial
diversity published by Moody’s, the area economy’s diversity index has grown from 0.72 in 2000 to 0.80 in 2013 (with
the aggregate U.S. economy normalized to an index value
of 1.00).46 Over the same period, the diversity index for the
Interior Top 20 rose only from 0.69 to 0.71 on average, while
the Coastal Top 20’s average index value increased from
0.52 to 0.58. New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and
Seattle, all relatively concentrated cities in terms of their
employment base, have generally remained as concentrated as ever over the last 16 years. Site Selection magazine
has found that DFW is among the top five “most competitive” cities in 10 of 12 sectors. DFW is first in business and
financial services as well as in food and beverages, second
in communications and in transportation, and third in
aerospace. DFW, moreover, hosts multiple large employers
in each of these industries, another source of urban success
in recent decades.47
DFW is growing its base of innovative activities and
startups along with the rest of its economy. But innovation
is not as convincing an explanation of why the region is
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growing so much faster than others. DFW is a solid performer but in the middle of the pack in terms of innovativeness, compared to the average Top 40 city. DFW ranks
21st of the Top 40 in patents per employed person. It is also
roughly average in terms of the share of metro area jobs in
“creative” or “STEM” occupations and in venture capital
investments per capita.48 Similarly, DFW is 15th among
the Top 40 in startup activity, as measured by a Kauffman
Foundation index, and is just below the Top 40 average
in the number of startups per capita and in growth in the
number of business establishments, according to U.S. Government data.49 DFW does have a tremendous amount of
innovative and entrepreneurial activity – but so do all large,
successful cities. And while DFW is friendly to innovation
such as high-tech startups, one of its virtues is its friendliness to a broad spectrum of other activities as well. So
innovation is not the major driver of the region’s outsized
growth rate.

AMENITIES
Turning to amenities, any effort to rank cities according
to their desirability as a place to live is inherently subjective. Still, virtually all rankings find that DFW has good, but
not standout, amenities. DFW ranks 11th of the Top 40 cities
in Mercer’s 2015 “quality of life” rankings, 17th in a similar
ranking published by U.S. News and World Report in 2016,
and 8th in a ranking devised by economists Michael Cox
and Richard Alm of SMU’s Cox School of Business.50
These rankings tend to evolve slowly, and there is little
evidence that DFW has moved up very much in the rankings since 2000. DFW has built out very distinguished arts
facilities in both the cities of Dallas and Fort Worth, as well
as a premiere football stadium, during the past 16 years. But
again, large metro areas typically feature top-notch amenities. What would have been more remarkable is if DFW had
failed to develop amenities in keeping with its large size,
rapid growth, and new economic stature.

THE KEY ADVANTAGE: COSTS
Without question, the most significant divergence
between DFW and the major coastal cities has been in the
cost of living and doing business. This divergence is most
obvious in the cost of housing. Between 2000 and 2012, the
Case-Shiller house price indices for the 11 cities among the
Coastal Top 20 for which Case-Shiller indices exist rose an
average of 41 percent (Figure 2). The average increase for
the seven cities among the Interior Top 20 for which indices
exist was 6 percent, while DFW prices appreciated 13 percent. So during that time, coastal city housing prices went
up far faster than those in DFW or other interior cities.
But this trend changed starting around 2012. Over
the next three years, DFW prices increased by the same
amount as the average of the coastal cities – 39 percent.
Other interior cities are only slightly behind, at an average
of 35 percent.
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The research organization Demographia, which measures housing affordability across U.S. cities on a comparable basis, arrives at similar results. Based on Demographia
indices, DFW housing costs declined from 60 percent of
the Top 40 average in 2004 to 51 percent in 2007, then went
up to 76 percent in 2012 and 77 percent of the U.S. level by
2015 (Figure 3). Average housing costs in the Top 20 interior
cities fell from 72 percent in 2004 to 67 percent in 2007, then
went up to 77 percent by 2015. In the coastal Top 20, meanwhile, housing costs increased from 128 percent of the U.S.
average level in 2004 to 131 percent in 2007, then fell back
slightly to 123 percent by 2015.
These and other measures of housing affordability all
point to the same conclusions: DFW began the century with
a moderate-sized edge relative to other interior cities and a
very large advantage compared to the large coastal cities,
increased its advantage over the next six years or so, then
began to give up some of its enormous edge over the last
decade. The region still has a large cost advantage over the
coasts, but not as large as it used to be, despite well publicized run-ups in the cost of coastal housing.
A look at home price listings on Zillow confirms that
the substantial housing cost advantage Dallas has enjoyed
relative to other large cities is not a result of comparing “apples to oranges.” As of April 2016, asking prices for condos
in the thriving Uptown area of Dallas are some 13 percent
below prices for highly comparable condos near Chicago’s
“Magnificent Mile” and 62 percent below San Francisco’s
Pacific Heights. Asking prices in DFW’s prosperous suburbs of Frisco and Southlake are 39 percent below those in
Chicago’s suburb of Highland Park and 83 percent below
those in the Bay Area’s Cupertino and Hillsborough.51
Figure 2

CASE-SHILLER HOUSE PRICE INDICES

Figure 3

DEMOGRAPHIA HOUSING AFFORDABILITY INDICES52

Comparisons of other categories of urban costs tell a
similar story. Office rent levels increased in DFW relative to
the average Interior Top 20 city between 2000 and 2014, but
they rose much less than rents in New York, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, and Miami.53 Average daily commute times
in DFW were close to the Top 40 average as of 2014, but they
did not go up between 2000 and 2014.54 In the large coastal
cities, as well as Chicago, by contrast, they were worse than
average in 2000, and they have lengthened considerably
in the years since. Business taxes plunged in DFW relative
to the Coastal Top 20 average between 2000 and 2014, and
fell somewhat relative to the average Interior Top 20 city as
well.55 The idea that Dallas offers significant cost-of-doingbusiness advantages relative to Chicago and the largest
coastal cities appears frequently in media coverage of corporate relocation decisions.56

ORIGINS OF DFW’S EDGE
DFW’s sizable cost advantage relative to most other large U.S. cities stems both from its distinctive urban
geography and from large and growing divergences in
public policies. The geography of the region has always
been unusually polycentric, for reasons partly rooted in the
city’s history. The city of Dallas grew up primarily not as an
oil town but rather as an inland cotton trading and transportation center, while Fort Worth, known as “Cowtown,”
developed as a ranching hub. This history helps explain
the area’s economic diversity today. However, the DFW
area only emerged as a major metro area with the Interstate
Highway Act of 1956 and the opening of DFW International
Airport in 1974. Relative to most Top 40 cities, the core municipalities of Dallas and Fort Worth had unusually small
downtown districts as they entered the postwar age and a
vast expanse of countryside into which to expand.
Today, DFW is characterized by numerous, widely
distributed centers to which people travel to work and
play. The traditional central business districts in the cities
of Dallas and Fort Worth house 11 and 3 percent of the
metro area’s office space, respectively, compared to ratios
between 30 and 50 percent in cities like Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, and Seattle, and more than 55 percent
in Chicago.57 Seventeen high-density mixed-use centers
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away from the two CBDs have been developed in DFW over
the last two decades, a pattern now spurring imitation in
older cities whose suburbs have generally been known as
sleepy bedroom communities.58 People moving in from
California, India, and China are settling disproportionately
in DFW’s booming northern suburbs, especially in relatively distant communities with marquee school districts and
attractive town centers like Frisco, Allen, and McKinney.
Migrants from New York and Mexico, by contrast, disproportionately settle in the city of Dallas proper.
Contrary to the widespread view that well-educated
Millennials prefer living in densely populated enclaves in
the central city, a variety of national, as well as local studies, have shown that Millennials turn out to have conventional housing preferences once they get older and particularly when they have children.59 So, a large and growing
share of them live and work relatively far from central
business districts. This plays to DFW’s strengths as a polycentric region. While urban areas such as the central core
of Dallas, particularly its Uptown area, have thrived, many
other nodes have too. This pattern of distributed geography
has almost surely helped to keep housing and other urban
costs lower than they would otherwise be given the metro
area’s size and productivity, since proximity to the CBD or
other employment centers is inherently less critical than
it is in more traditional “monocentric” metro areas. It also
provides a variety of different environments catering to
diverse residential preferences.

DALLAS-FT. WORTH VS. CHICAGO
Dallas-Ft. Worth and Chicago, America’s largest
two interior metro areas, make an interesting comparison. In some respects, they are very similar: diversified
economies; major hub airports and important transportation infrastructure; very diverse populations in a
statistical dead heat in their foreign-born population
share (DFW at 17.9 percent and Chicago at 17.6 percent).
But, in other ways, they present an especially stark
contrast to one another. Chicago has a dense CBD with
numerous corporate head offices and real estate costs
far above DFW levels. The metro area’s employment
base disproportionately consists of senior management
people and professionals who work closely with them
in fields like marketing and law. On the other hand,
Chicago is severely under-represented in many of the
medium-skilled but well-paid occupations which
figure most prominently in DFW, like credit analysts,
insurance appraisers, systems analysts, database
administrators, and other “back-office” jobs.60 Chicago has recently scored just ahead of DFW in attracting
corporate relocations, but, according to Chicago press
coverage, the typical relocation has often amounted
to moving the head office into the CBD with (say) 300
employees.61 By contrast, typical corporate expansions
in the DFW area – such as recent moves by Toyota, State
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Farm, and Liberty Mutual – have generally consisted of
building major headquarters or back-office centers in
DFW’s northern suburbs and creating more than 1,000
jobs.
The net result is that while Chicago’s CBD and
select suburbs are performing well, the DFW region is
far outpacing the Chicago area in growth. DFW’s job
growth from 2000 to 2015 was 21.1 percent, compared
with Chicagoland’s 0.4 percent. In the professional and
business services sector in which both cities specialize,
DFW ranked as the 5th best of the top 40 metros as a
place to do business according to a 2016 New Geography survey, while Chicago ranked 27th. DFW’s ranking
improved since the previous survey, while Chicago’s
declined.62
Since 2000, the DFW metro area’s population has
grown 35 percent, compared to 5 percent growth in the
Chicago area. And from 2000 to 2014, Dallas per capita
incomes increased by 45.8 percent, compared to 41.6
percent in Chicago.
What’s more, the urban core of Dallas has also seen
something of a development boom of its own. While
it’s not as large as Chicago’s Loop, areas like Uptown
provide an urban environment for those who prefer
it. And they do so within an overall region that is both
affordable and thriving economically.

Public policy has also played an important role in
containing urban costs in DFW. Based on a new index
developed by Dean Stansel of SMU’s Cox School of Business which focuses on government spending, taxes, and
labor market regulation, the DFW metro area ranks fourth
among the top 40 cities in “economic freedom,” behind only
Tampa, Jacksonville, and Nashville – all growing cities – but
far ahead of all the largest coastal cities. Relatively low taxes
have not imposed any evident cost on DFW’s public finances. Although bond rating agencies downgraded the city of
Dallas in 2015 due to its underfunded pension liabilities (a
challenge bedeviling many American cities), Dallas and its
surrounding towns enjoy better credit ratings than all but a
handful of U.S. cities.63
Critics of Texas urban growth argue that a low tax burden has an undesirable flip side, in the form of heightened
poverty rates, inequality, and poor education systems. It
is true that DFW has a large pocket of entrenched poverty
in the southern sector of the city of Dallas and in several
largely African-American suburbs to the south. That said,
income inequality in DFW as measured by the so-called
“Gini coefficient” was exactly in line with the average for
the top 40 metro areas in 2013. DFW’s inequality index was
well below that of Chicago, New York, and Los Angeles, as
well as several cities that are slightly smaller than DFW
like Atlanta, Boston, and Philadelphia. Income inequality
has increased in virtually all U.S. cities this century, but it
has grown at a less-than-average rate in DFW and a great-
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er-than-average rate in the big coastal metro areas.64
A prominent recent study of the American middle class
by the Pew Research Center arrived at a similar result.
According to the Pew study, the “middle class” share of the
population declined between 2000 and 2014 in all of America’s 40 largest metro areas, but it declined less in DFW than
in most metro areas. In absolute terms, the middle-class
population share in DFW was slightly below the Top 40
average in 2014, but considerably higher than in New York,
Boston, Washington, Los Angeles, or San Francisco.65
As for education, the city of Dallas school district performs moderately below average among the Top 40, though
roughly in line with Chicago and ahead of several high-tax
cities like Baltimore and Cleveland, according to the “Mayors’ Report Card on Education.” Districts in northern suburbs like Plano perform much better, though not quite as
well as comparable districts in some of the “best-educated”
metro areas, in towns like Northbrook/Glenview (outside
Chicago), Weston (outside Boston), or Cupertino (outside
San Francisco). Poorly performing school systems undoubtedly constitute a major challenge for the DFW area as they
do for all large U.S. cities, but the evidence does not suggest
that DFW has so far suffered from either unusually poor
public services or unusually high inequality as a result of
its relatively low tax rates. Still, the increasing importance
of human capital in the success of the world’s leading cities
suggests that improving education is essential to ensure
DFW’s future growth.
In addition to tax policy, relatively unrestrictive land
use regulations have played a crucial role in containing
urban costs as DFW and other Texas cities have grown.
Wendell Cox of Demographia has demonstrated a close
relationship between land use policies and housing affordability across cities in the U.S. and other countries. Based
on an index of land use regulation published by the Wharton School of Business, DFW has the fifth most relaxed
regulatory environment among the top 40 cities.66
Meanwhile, studies by urban economists show that a
number of the largest coastal cities have tightened already-restrictive land regulations further in recent years.
Such policies have driven up housing prices and caused a
decline in migration to these cities, which has resulted in
increased “sorting” because the highest-skilled young people can justify living in cities like New York and San Francisco but medium-skilled people, or those without access to
family funds, cannot.67
To some, the big coastal cities are inadvertently turning
themselves into de facto gated communities for the very
rich and the people who take care of their various needs.
Jason Furman of President Obama’s Council of Economic
Advisors has started to criticize the tight land use regulations increasingly pursued by many local governments
along similar lines, saying that “excessive or unnecessary
land use or zoning regulations” can give “exceptional
returns to entrenched interests at the expense of everyone
else.”68 DFW is attracting people, but it’s also benefiting as

coastal cities repel them.
Figure 4

DALLAS POLYCENTRIC FORM

Population Growth Rate
From 2000 to 2014

SUSTAINING THE MIDDLE CLASS DREAM
Summing up, the rapid growth of the DFW area since
2000 is closely connected with pervasive changes in the
whole system of U.S. cities. American cities have grown
more industrially diverse, but also further specialized in
terms of the kinds of people who gravitate to them. Large,
high-density cities foster greater innovation and productivity growth than other places, but many of the densest,
most productive cities are increasingly unaffordable for
all but the most highly skilled. DFW, on the other hand,
presents a broader spectrum of people a winning package – moderately higher wages than they can make in most
other interior cities, a diverse range of growing industries,
and drastically lower urban costs than what people face
in the major coastal cities. Like other Texas cities, DFW
attracts enterprises aiming to run competitive, labor-intensive operations in a business-friendly environment, and
families striving to attain a middle-class lifestyle with a
medium-sized paycheck. DFW has grown as fast as it has
because the middle-class “American Dream” is alive and
well there, at least relative to most other large cities.
Looking to the future, this analysis highlights several
significant challenges to the DFW growth model. The metro
area’s luck might change, if, for instance, increased automation or offshoring reverses the growth of the last couple decades in the kinds of back-office operations in which DFW
currently excels. Education and workforce readiness issues
might start to constrain the city’s growth. Most important,
the divergence in urban costs across metro areas which so
shaped the landscape of American cities during the first
decade of this century has given way to mild convergence,
as housing and other urban costs in high-growth cities like
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DFW and Austin have begun to spiral upwards as fast as in
the large coastal cities, and even faster in some comparisons. And, substantial gaps are opening up between DFW
and cheaper interior cities like Kansas City and Columbus
in terms of the costs of living and doing business, raising
the possibility that a new wave of cities which don’t yet receive much attention may step up as serious challengers.
These issues point to larger questions for the region.
The breakneck growth of the DFW area is, after all, an
experiment, testing whether a city so geographically dispersed, so polycentric, and so automobile-dependent can
grow from 7 to 10 million people without generating unmanageable increases in congestion and other urban costs.
Some suggest that increased residential density might mitigate some of these costs, and indeed DFW is experimenting
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with increased density in the Uptown area and even in
suburban Plano. However, the literature on urban economics suggests that large migration from one city to another
is likely to reduce urban costs in the former city and raise
them in the latter to the point at which net migration stops.
It is impossible to tell how close the system of U.S. cities is to
this point.
The other big question for DFW, usually unvoiced, is
whether growing to 10 million is a good thing. If doing so
means following in the footsteps of the largest cities in the
Northeast and on the West Coast, Dallasites may start to
have their doubts. But this would be a problem of success.
Managing such rapid growth in jobs and population is a
challenge most other regions would dearly love to have.
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Creative friction – unchaperoned and unprescribed – is
Houston’s secret sauce.
At a time when Americans’ confidence in all major U.S.
institutions – minus the military and small business – has
sunk below the historic average, and only about 20 percent
of Americans say they spend time with their neighbors, one
would expect pessimism to be universal.69 But come to the
concrete sprawl just north of the Gulf and you’ll find a different vibe, one that other cities would do well to emulate.
Of course things aren’t perfect in Houston, and the
region is taking it a bit on the chin due to the drop in oil
prices. But look over the mid- and long-term and the place
has consistently lured people from around the country and
the world.
People continue to move to the flat and humid city in
higher numbers than any other metropolis. According to
the United States Census Bureau, from 2014-2015 metro
Houston attracted 159,083 total and 62,000 net domestic
migrants, topping the Census list on new metro area residents.70 Critically, the newcomers represent those population groups most telling of a metro’s future: millennials,
immigrants, and families.
Figure 1
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“The American Dream is still alive here,” say those migrants, one after another. 81 percent of Houston residents
rate the city as a good or excellent place to live, according
to the 2016 Kinder Houston Area Survey.71 That’s up from
70 percent a decade ago. And despite the recent economic

slowdown, 62 percent of Houston-area residents rated the
local economy as “excellent” or “good.”
Even the most conventional of popular figures have
begun to figure this out. “Houston will surprise you,” wrote
Katie Couric when she stopped here on a nationwide tour of
up-and-coming cities. It was a more iconic statement than
perhaps she realized. Outsiders often misperceive Houston
as politically conservative and totally dependent upon the
energy business, but the city consistently busts internal
expectations, too. In Houston, you don’t have to drive far to
run into unexpected languages, unexpected restaurants, a
huge informal economy and just a pervasive – and bracing –
sense of random.
“It’s a cat city,” says Bill Arning, director of Houston’s
celebrated Contemporary Arts Museum. He moved here in
2009 from Boston. “If you arrive without a tour guide, without a friend who knows the city, it’s hard to figure out where
things are. There are no landmarks. Whereas Austin is a dog
city – you know where the beautiful people are – Houston is
a cat city. Its charms are there, but you’ve got to come to it.
You’ve got to take a little time.”
What sets Houston apart? What about the city makes so
many residents confident they will find their version of the
American dream here? If it is indeed a city of opportunity,
what lessons might other cities absorb and weave into their
own policies and cultural fabric? Through many interviews,
data sleuthing and the everyday experience of living here, I
found five traits that define Houston: affordable proximity,
multipolarity, social deregulation, an active future orientation, and humility. What follows is a tour of the city that
knows no limits.

AFFORDABLE PROXIMITY
“There’s always been a haphazard nature to the city,
from the beginning,” says Sanford Criner, a native Houstonian as well as vice chairman at CBRE, the world’s largest
real estate firm. “Where Chicago – which was founded the
same year [1836] – had an economic reason for being the
day it was founded, Houston was a real estate play. These
guys came down from the northeast – New York, Pennsylvania – and they bought some land and sent out flyers.
“I’ve seen some [of the flyers], and they’re hysterical,”
Criner continues. “‘Salubrious environment!’ said one.
‘Well-watered!’ said another. They’d have this picture that
looks like a little Swiss valley, with chalets up the hill, and
there wasn’t a house here! It was a scam. But that’s how we
now date the founding of our city.”
Where others saw only wilderness along the banks of
Buffalo Bayou, Augustus Chapman Allen and John Kirby
Allen saw promise, and convinced people to take a gamble
and move. This rambunctious “come one, come all” attitude
continues to define the city’s development, 180 years later.
The city of Houston is famous for its no zoning policies,
the fruits of which are visible in the hodge-podge of commercial and residential hubs evident on a first drive in from
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one of the two airports. The apparent haphazardness may
dizzy outsiders, but for Houston residents it’s a gift that my
colleague Tory Gattis calls “affordable proximity”: the ability to live near one’s place of employment while keeping the
cost of living affordable. It’s a challenge that has become
onerous in many cities, but one that Houston manages to
tackle with surprising efficiency.
“It’s definitely true that it’s easier to build things here
than elsewhere,” says Criner. “We’ve been able to build
things relatively inexpensively and rapidly that have generally benefitted everybody.”
Since 2010, Houston has expanded its housing stock
to issue construction permits for 189,634 new units, paralleling the population growth. This is in sharp contrast to
competitor cities such as New York, Los Angeles, Chicago
and the Bay Area, where construction tends to lag behind
population.72
Figure 2
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Houston is uniquely able to create housing to meet demand. The populations in both New York City and Houston
have grown significantly in the past six years, but New York,
like many big cities, has not come close to meeting demand.
A lot of this has to do with sheer land availability and willingness to expand outward, but Houston’s light regulatory
touch has crucially allowed developers to be in sync with
consumer need and preference, without the red tape that
slows other cities’ building and adaptability.
A key result has been a greater level of affordability, and
of choice.
In April of 2016, The Wall Street Journal highlighted
groundbreaking research by Issi Romem, chief economist
at real-estate site BuildZoom, showing that the cities that
have expanded geographically have kept their house prices
more affordable.73
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74 According to the National Association of Home
Builders/Wells Fargo Bank Housing Affordability Index,
more than 60 percent of homes in the Houston metro area
are now considered affordable for median-income families,
compared with only 15 percent in Los Angeles, once ground
zero for the dream of homeownership. According to Zillow,
renters in New York spent 41.4 percent of their income on
housing in 2015, whereas the share for their Houston counterparts was just 31 percent.
The Demographia International Housing Affordability
Survey provides ratings for all major metropolitan areas in
the U.S., and Houston consistently ranks as more affordable
than cities like Portland, New York, San Francisco and San
Jose, all of which have more restrictive regulations.
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Houston’s housing is also diverse. Houston has become
the national leader in new multifamily units, helping to
preserve and expand access to urban living. At the same
time, the Houston metro has led the country in new single-family houses.
Figure 4
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Availability of affordable land and a lighter regulatory
environment allowing for outward expansion has made
it possible for many to afford a residence near the city’s
dispersed job centers. In addition, as City Observatory recently reported, a series of reforms adopted in 1999 shrunk
the required residential lot size from 5,000 square feet to
1,400 square feet, enabling town home development in high
demand areas proximate to jobs.75
Proximity to work is especially appealing to millennials, who have moved to Houston in droves. The U.S. Census
Bureau showed a 25 percent increase in millennial residents between 2000 and 2013, with millennials currently
making up 24 percent of Houston’s total population. Many
of these new adults want to reduce their commutes, or even
ditch their cars for the sake of enjoying a more seamless
transition between professional and personal life. Houston
offers this possibility across urban and suburban areas, the
multipolarity of business centers providing flexibility to
carve a nice triad of work, residence, and play.
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Despite the impression of endless freeways, Houston’s
commute times are better than those in metros of comparable populations. One-way commutes were 28.4 minutes in
2014, according to the American Community Survey,
making Houston the fourth best out of nine comparable
cities.
Figure 7
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None of this suggests Houston lacks room for improvement
in mobility, but it’s credit to the city’s decision to dramatically increase roadway capacity and arterial streets that it
has managed to improve its ranking in traffic congestion
while experiencing a huge increase in population. According to the Texas A&M Transportation Institute, in 1984 and
1985 Houston was ranked with the worst congestion in
the country, even worse than Los Angeles.76 Now Houston
is ranked 10th, even as it’s nearly doubled its population,
from 3.5 million in the mid-1980s to 6.5 million today. Only
Atlanta and Dallas can boast similar mobility
improvements.77

MULTIPOLARITY AND ECONOMIC DIVERSITY

Houston also does very well on an international scale
with respect to traffic congestion, according to TomTom in
2015. The region ranked fifth out of the 38 urban areas that
have populations over 5 million.
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Most Americans think of Houston as an oil and gas
town. And while energy still undergirds much of the city’s
economy, Houston boasts many other assets as well: the
world’s largest medical center, one of the world’s busiest
ports, the third largest manufacturing hub in the country,
a booming technology sector and a wide range of small to
medium-sized businesses, including a thriving informal
sector of immigrant-run businesses. This has led to demand
for labor at all skill and education levels, unique among the
top ten largest cities.
“Best Online Programs in 2016,” said U.S. News & World
Report about the University of Houston. “Top Cities for Competitiveness to Attract Investment in Chemicals & Plastics,”
said Conway about Houston in 2015. “Best Hospitals for Adult
Cancer – University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center”
said U.S. News & World Report in 2015. “Top Blue-Collar Hot
Spots,” said Forbes in 2014. “Most Favorable Metro for STEM
Workers [Nationally],” said WalletHub in 2015.
Houston is no stranger to “Best Of” lists that today’s
mayors scour. But what’s notable is the cross-sector nature
of the superlatives. According to a June 2016 report from the
Texas Workforce Commission, 20.3 percent of Houston’s
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workers are in Trade, Transportation and Utilities, 15.5
percent are in Professional and Business Services, 12.8 percent in Government, 12.7 percent in Education and Health
Services, 10.2 percent in Leisure and Hospitality, 8 percent
in Manufacturing and 7.4 percent in Construction.78
Figure 9

Hall is an African American filmmaker and native Houstonian who started Folklore Films, a documentary production company created to “tell better stories to our city
about our city.” He and fellow filmmaker Danielle Fanfair
have featured former Mayor Annise Parker, arts patron Judy
Nyquist, internationally recognized musical artist DJ Sun
and other community figures. As the Folklore Films crew
has gotten better acquainted with Houston residents from
across the social spectrum, Marlon locates the vocational
“why” as central to the city’s currency.
“Houston isn’t driven by who you know,” he says, “but
by how you want to be known. It isn’t about what pedigree
you have received, but about the possibilities you want to
bring to bear.”
This kind of invitation has attracted the motivated from
all over the world, with the city now pulsating with145 languages. An international city since the day it was founded,
now more than one in five Houstonians are foreign-born,
with the 2014 American Community Survey reporting that
63.9 percent of the foreign born population were Latin
Americans, 25.2 percent were Asian, 5.1 percent were African and 4.6 percent were European.80 As of the 2010 Census,
Greater Houston does not have a majority racial or ethnic
group.
Figure 10

The city has learned from its mistakes. The 1980s,
which saw a slump in oil prices much greater than that in
2015, bulged in profligate building and overconfidence.
According to the Greater Houston Partnership, from 1982
to 1986, developers built more than 100,000 single-family
homes, many of them without a signed contract from a
purchaser. Even when the region lost more than 200,000
jobs, office developers continued to build, including adding
more than 71.7 million square feet of office space while
companies were laying off staff and declaring bankruptcy.
Today, the office market is tighter, banking is better regulated and better capitalized, and few homes are built without
a signed contract. Most importantly, the region is creating
jobs that aren’t in energy, including in health care, business
and professional services.
79

LATINO POPULATION IN 2014

SOCIAL OPENNESS: A CITY FOR EVERYONE
Houston is deregulated economically, but it’s of greater note that it’s deregulated socially. People come here from
many walks of life and culture, and the relative youth of the
city combined with its scrappy DNA means that there really
isn’t a dominant Establishment, certainly not one that
wants to block the efforts of ambitious newcomers.
“If you talk to [old] Houstonians about social mobility,”
says Sanford Criner, “they kind of give you this quizzical
look. Like, ‘what do you mean?’ Like, ‘Sure, of course.’ It
seems obvious.”
This city’s always been a mixer; you just have to be
willing to share what wakes you up in the morning. Marlon
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LATINO POPULATION GROWTH

Figure 12

FOREIGN BORN POPULATION

People come to Houston seeking opportunity, and because they sense in the visible randomness the potential for
surprise ingredients to leaven the traditions they’re bringing with them. This is as true for immigrants as well as domestic migrants, with the city’s celebrated restaurant scene
born out of the unexpected merging of flavors from cultures
that don’t typically mix. Underbelly’s Chris Shepherd,
Bistro Menil’s Greg Martin and Lucille’s Chris Williams all
cite Houston’s diversity as a major factor behind the city’s
flavorful palate, in both story and succulence.
“This is edible history,” says Chris Williams, the
founding chef at Lucille’s, a restaurant that takes a modern
approach to Southern classics. “The food that we do here
pays homage to my great-grandmother, who was a chef and
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a pioneer and an American icon.”
It’s not soul food, but Southern. With a rustic European
style, and a multi-generational American story at the heart.
“Like all chefs in [my great-grandmother’s] time, your
style of food was defined by what was available to you.
What you could afford to work with. The flavors that I grew
up with…married with the techniques and the flair that I
picked up working in Europe for four years. Everywhere
from London to Lithuania. …I’m influenced by the simple
rustic dishes – the ones about the culture, not the flashy
ones. The perfect piece of fish fresh caught, served with
good potatoes, great olive oil, fresh garlic, and a little bit of
parsley.”
Bistro Menil is another spot that takes a slice from
Europe and re-interprets the classic dishes for Houstonians. Its patrons come from Rice University, the Medical
Center, the Museum District and beyond, the attraction of
the world-renowned Menil Collection standing just across
the street. Inspired by the concept of cask wine, which head
chef Greg Martin discovered on a trip to Rome, Bistro Menil
relies heavily on relationships with cosmopolitan – yet
locally centered – Houstonians.
“I don’t want to compete with that dish that you had
in Rome,” Martin says, aware of ingredient limits this side
of the Atlantic. “I want to reinterpret it with more of a New
American approach, with some fresh eyes on our market,
using our ingredients. Our ingredients and produce come
from everywhere…I work really closely with a local importer. We’ve been working together for 30 years. He brings in
our duck legs from Canada, our jamón Serrano from Spain.
He brings all of our cheese in from France, Italy and Spain.”
It’s not just the food that shows Houstonians willing to
work together across silos and lift up the local talent.
“We have a very supportive gallery scene,” says Bill
Arning, of the Contemporary Arts Museum. “Even the
galleries that show a lot of major international and national
artists, like the Texas Gallery and McClain Gallery, will not
only show local artists, they’ll place them in the top collections in town. That’s unusual.”
The social egalitarianism combined with a pervasive
“show me what you got” curiosity creates something very
unique. Hipster cocktail bars seem no more privileged than
authentic Vietnamese restaurants than classic barbecue
and the iconic Rodeo. The lack of zoning makes thoroughfares like Westheimer Road, which stretches for miles from
the city center to the distant suburbs, an avenue of cultural
mismatches: The New York Times’-celebrated Underbelly is
sandwiched between three tattoo parlors, a Catholic guild
clothing store and the latest in coffee-roasted curation.
There are so many opportunities to mix with those different
from you that only the snobby find themselves bored and
excluded. Creative friction – unchaperoned and unprescribed – is Houston’s secret sauce.
“This is a city that does not believe in censorship,” says
Arning.
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AGILE, ACTIVE, AND FUTURE-ORIENTED
Houston is not Silicon Valley, but its entrepreneurial
DNA is unmistakable, dispersed across many fields. The
city emanates a conviction that people should have the
freedom to determine their destiny, sometimes to the point
of overlooking those that don’t have such clear vision, nor
the resources and social networks to make it happen. The
city is growth- and future-oriented, embracing change and
risk. True to its namesake in Sam Houston – himself a failure before reinventing himself – Houston grants permission
to fall hard.
“Houston is the only town where a person with no prior
experience in a particular vocation can get joint venture
capital for something they’ve never done before,” says local
arts patron Judy Nyquist in one of Marlon’s Folklore Films.
“Simply by virtue of their commitment to their idea, and
how it can make the city better.”
This is true across sectors – for-profit, social service,
and philanthropic.
Ella Russell of E-dub-a-licious Treats was an African
American single mom working for AT&T when a breakup
with her partner caused significant financial hardship. Her
two boys, then age 3 and 9, came home from school asking
to bring in treats for a holiday party. Russell felt helpless, all
disposable income had run dry. But she did find sugar, flour
and eggs in her pantry.
“I scraped up change to buy a bag of chocolate chips,”
Russell recalls, “so I could make chocolate chip cookies.
The kids took them in, and then I brought the leftovers in to
work. My coworkers loved them, saying every future potluck would have to have my cookies.”
Three years later, her friends urged Russell to turn the
sweetness into a business.
“I had no business experience other than what I knew
working in corporate America,” Russell says. “I really
winged it; I had no basis but the support of my friends.” In
a couple years, she went from serving family and friends to
delivering in seven different states.
In the burgeoning scholarship entrepreneurship of the
last decade, the work of Saras D. Sarasvathy of the Darden
Business School at the University of Virginia stands out.
She’s coined a term called “effectual reasoning” to describe
the mindsets of master entrepreneurs, one that pairs well
with Houston’s soil:
Brilliant improvisers, the entrepreneurs don’t start
out with concrete goals. Instead, they constantly
assess how to use their personal strengths and whatever resources they have at hand to develop goals on
the fly, while creatively reacting to contingencies. By
contrast, [highly successful] corporate executives use
causal reasoning. They set a goal and diligently seek
the best ways to achieve it.
Sarasvathy likes to compare expert entrepreneurs to

Iron Chefs: “[They are] at their best when presented with an
assortment of motley ingredients and challenged to whip
up whatever dish expediency and imagination suggest,”
she writes. “Corporate leaders, by contrast, decide they
are going to make Swedish meatballs. They then proceed
to shop, measure, mix, and cook Swedish meatballs in the
most efficient, cost-effective manner possible.”
If we could take her comparative study and extrapolate from it particular civic traits, you might see Chicago as
the sort of personality for corporate leaders, Houston for the
entrepreneurial. The city is rife with improvisers, fueled by
a deep prioritization of human relationships, an affection
for eccentrics and a perennial optimism that loves to build
before over-planning. The fact that there are lots of open
spaces to create, and fill, encourages new entrants into any
kind of market, be it technological, artistic, or consumption-oriented.
This goes well beyond profit-seeking ventures. The
Chronicle of Philanthropy identifies Houston as one of the
country’s most generous cities, ranking at #11 for giving as
a percentage of adjusted gross income – three stops behind
Dallas.81
“As [Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston] have each become
centers of gushing economic production, and matured as
communities, an energetic competition has grown up in
their creation of impressive new parks, museums, hospitals,
universities, and arts centers,” wrote Ari Schulman in the
Fall 2015 issue of Philanthropy Magazine.82 “Burgeoning circles of local patriots wielding newly minted fortunes have
dramatically changed the quality of life in both cities over
the past decade or so.”
This enhanced quality of life has involved a deeper
renaissance in the arts, a proliferation in family-friendly green spaces, advancements in medical facilities and,
increasingly, innovative educational ventures. Houston’s
acclaimed Museum of Fine Arts is currently undergoing
a $450 million redesign, two-thirds of that already raised
with the help of giant gifts from pipeline entrepreneur Richard Kinder and money-manager Fayez Sarofim. Kinder and
his wife Nancy have also given $30 million to a public-private partnership aimed at reviving a snaking bayou from a
stagnant waterway to an attractive waterfront graced by 20
miles of hike-and-bike trails, canoe launches, playgrounds,
art installations, and outdoor performance venues.
“This kind of public-private partnership happens all
the time,” says Criner. “In lots of other cities, philanthropic
organizations tend to be run by the same group of guys that
have been running stuff for a long time, and they treat them
like their own turf. You don’t see that here at all. This is way
more like, “if you can help, come on! What can you do? We’ll
put you to work.”
“We have a tradition of philanthropy that my colleagues in other cities [envy],” agrees Arning, of the Contemporary Arts Museum. “Privileged young people here
feel they need to find their philanthropies early on. That is
something uniquely Houston.”
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HUMILITY AND CULTURAL ACCESSIBILITY
Long considered the unattractive hothouse of the
south, Houston has suffered from a long-running inferiority
complex when comparing itself to other cities. Even since
rising to the top of dozens of “Best of” lists in the last five
years, the residue from generations of modesty remains.
Before Marlon Hall was running Folklore Films, he
and Danielle began something called the Eat Gallery, an
incubator for budding chefs around the city that sought to
turn food trucks into restaurants. In ramping up for this
effort, they went around and asked Houstonians questions
about where they found meaning, where they felt they fit,
where they felt they made a difference. They discovered that
people had low city esteem.
“They’d go to a great ballet, and they’d be like, wow, this
reminds me of Chicago, Hall recalls. “They’d go to a musical
performance and be like, oh, this feels like New York. People were telling the worst stories to the city about the city.
“So we said, what if we told better stories to Houstonians about Houstonians, featuring people that folks know
and celebrate? But what if we began their stories with their
brokenness, so that people would know that there’s something inherently broken about every beautiful person? So
that’s what we did, that’s why we started Folklore Films. To
raise the city esteem.”
Folklore discovered that Houston is a city of new
beginnings. When you move here, the past intrigues less
than how you intend to exploit the future. Whether you’re
an immigrant from overseas or a fellow American that’s left
some entrenched failure behind, Houston pulses with a forward-looking frankness grounded in a humility shaped by
whatever came before. This drive paired with an individual
and corporate self-awareness defines the city’s character –
culturally, spiritually and even economically.
“There’s this at-homeness that people from Houston
have,” Hall says. “When I think about people who have left
Houston to do other things, like Beyonce, there’s this comfort to be who one is. She walks around with hot sauce in
her purse – I mean, who else can say that from where else?”
“There’s something about Houston that’s like…I’m not
afraid to be who I am, even if it’s full of seeming contradictions.”
“The collective body in Houston is significantly more
adventurous than most cities,” Arning of the Contemporary
Arts Museum says. “Both in use and collection. In most
collection cities, you hear who supported or recommended
the collection before going. Houstonians, because of their
wildcat nature, [will try anything] they like.”
Houston’s increasing diversity keeps the city vibrant
and ever ready to accept change and innovation. There is
no room for insularity because there is no homogeneity.
Your ideas are constantly being chiseled and countered by
the Other. No one has the luxury of feeling superior because
everyone’s in a gem tumbler with folks not like them. It
makes the city competitive, but not in a way that produces
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monopolies.
“I think that Houston has come to this place where it’s
a ‘My Space,’” says Marlon. People want to take ownership
of their lives and creations here. “There’s a desire to own
who you are in Houston, which is different from owning a
business, a house a car.”
Houston residents tend to be proud of their individual
accomplishments, and feel an affection toward the place
that allowed those accomplishments to happen. But there’s
a recognition that success is the result of many different
pieces coming together, usually organically and iteratively.
The environment invites people to fulfill their individual
destiny, and almost discourages any person or governing
body to take credit for Houston’s successes as a whole.
“I hesitate to say things like ‘I’m proud of Houston,’”
Sanford Criner says. “What gives you the right to take pride
in a place? Did you build it? Did you do it?”

CHALLENGES TO SUSTAINING OPPORTUNITY
Houston continues to beat the odds to this day. And
while its adventurous impulse is what continues to draw
people to Houston and make it the emblem opportunity
city for 21st century dynamics and demographics, it must
still be said that what you put into the world must survive.
Houston is a much better place to live than it was 30 years
ago. But will it continue on this trajectory, or even sustain
the fruits of its triumphs?
Houstonians recognize there needs to be a concerted
effort to reform and improve Houston’s educational opportunities, its transportation and traffic infrastructure, and
a more general care to respect tradition and an intensive
effort toward more inclusive mobility. The city’s grown so
big, so fast, it could inevitably buckle under its own weight.
“We are not on track to make headway on a lot of the
issues that are facing us,” says James Llamas, of Traffic Engineers, Inc. “We’re growing way faster than we’re adding
transportation capacity or options, at the same time there
does seem to be recognition that we need to do something
and what we’ve been doing isn’t going to continue to work.”
Despite precedent, massive infrastructure may not
be the answer, especially given the shifting preferences
of a younger population and the costs of maintenance.
New mayor Sylvester Turner is considering expanding to
two HOV lanes and providing express bus service. Others
advocate for densification of the more traditional gridded
neighborhoods that are far from holding their population
capacity – but without adding infrastructure, and without
pushing anyone out.
And then there’s the perennial education challenges.
“We are now in a different economy where education
is critical,” says Stephen Klineberg, founding director of
the Kinder Institute. “It never used to be critical, especially
not in Texas. You made money by land – by exploiting all
the natural resources you needed on the land. The great
cattle, timber, oil. The source of wealth in the 21st century
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is knowledge. …If you don’t have education beyond high
school, with the technical skills that allow you to get the
jobs of the 21st century, and compete, you’re not going to
make it. Texas hasn’t come fully to grips with it.”

CONCLUSION
In the last 20 years, Houston has cultivated a series of
signaling mechanisms that continue to draw people into
its orbit. It’s a welcoming city, supported by affordability
and diversity. Majority opinion says “anything is possible
if you’re willing to work hard,” a conviction increasingly
on the decline in the rest of the country. And, crucially, it’s
cultivated the conditions necessary for entrepreneurs to
have a field day. “The assortment of motley ingredients”
noted by innovation scholar Sarasvathy describes Houston
in a nutshell, and the regulatory instinct has been to stay
light, allowing imported imaginations to run experiments
without interference.
The city’s not beautiful upon first blush, nor does
it offer the charm of pedestrian fancy that denser cities
boast. But in an era of civic unrest, with many up and down
the social spectrum feeling disconnected and robbed of
agency, Houstonians can still shape their destiny. The city’s
the clay; residents the potters. The wide range of home
sizes and work-life arrangements makes Houston like the
cowboy boot its Rodeo celebrates – adaptable to the needs
of each life stage as residents progress through singleness,
marriage, family and retirement. Residents are not trapped
by the regulatory, financial or even social limits that other
cities increasingly impose. The mindset is one of abundance, not scarcity.
“This is the genius of this place,” wrote Cort McMurray
in the Houston Chronicle in January of 2106, in a profile of
an Iraqi refugee who had come to Houston with a B.S. in
Chemistry, currently cleaning pools. “Houston will always
be shambolic and stretched and not quite finished. We
will never be the most beautiful city, or the most pedestrian-friendly city, or the most efficiently planned city: The
heat and soul-sapping humidity, our adolescent fascination with cars and speed and shiny things, our perpetual
craving for something new, all conspire against our best
civic aspirations. Houston is a place to start over, and we do
starting over better than any other city on the planet.”
In an age of heightened political frustration, a sclerotic
economy and shifting structural tectonics, it could be that
the “starting over” ethos that Houston embodies is precisely
what the country itself needs, and what other cities should
seek to foster in their own policies and cultural climates.
Innovation, reinvention and reinterpretation, after all, lie at
the heart of the American genius.
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Figure 1

FAST GROWING METRO AREAS

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
Any observer of urbanism in America knows that
Austin tops numerous rankings of urban dynamism. Austin
--- defined as a metropolitan area, not just the city --- is
consistently atop Forbes’ annual list of Best Cities for Jobs
in America over the past five years, which is why so many
people move there in the first place.83
In other surveys Austin has been ranked the number
one city for young entrepreneurs, small businesses, jobs,
millennial homebuyers, singles, dog owners, and food
trucks. Its central downtown ZIP code has more bars per
capita than any other ZIP code in the country by a long
shot. Last year, Savills ranked Austin over San Francisco as
the nation’s best technology city, and college information
aggregator Niche ranked the University of Texas, situated
on the north end of downtown, as the top public university
in America. And, of course, Austin has long claimed the
title of “live music capital of the world.”84
No surprise then that a visitor to a gathering of technology entrepreneurs in any mid-size to large American city
will hear someone talking about how we need to be more
like Austin. And Austin is indeed a success story, but one
that on examination does not look exactly how outsiders
may expect.
Our conclusion here is that although Austin’s urban vibe is critical, its success has more to do with some
distinctly Texan features, including development on the
periphery, low taxes, affordable housing (particularly in
comparison with coastal California) and less stringent
regulation. It is the culture of opportunity, as much as anything else, that defines the Texas capital, and makes it so
distinct from its other “hip and cool” rivals.

THE NEW DYNAMISM
When George W. Bush was watching the 2000 presidential election results from the governor’s residence in
Austin, Texas, he was sitting in a city of 1.2 million people.
Since then, Austin has grown 60 percent to over 2 million
residents. Only Raleigh, NC, has come close to matching
that rate of growth over 15 years. Austin and Raleigh are 20
percentage points ahead of fifth place Houston. Perhaps
most remarkable, however, is Austin’s growth since 2010,
the worst financial meltdown since the Great Depression.
The city grew by 16.6 percent, while Raleigh grew 12.7 percent.Austin has largely defied gravity since the economic
collapse.
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Among the nation’s 53 metro areas with populations
over 1 million, the fifteen that have experienced double-digit growth since 2000 are all located in the south and
west, including Texas’s four largest metros. And of the top
25 fastest-growing cities since 2010, the only city not in the
south, west, or northwest is Columbus, Ohio, in 24th position. Columbus is the only city east of the Mississippi River
and north of the Mason-Dixon line growing at a rate above
six percent.
Weather is a factor but America’s fast-growing cities attract aspiring workers and business owners through a blend
of favorable economic conditions, new infrastructure, and
increasingly, proximity to talent. Political sclerosis and
economic elitism in coastal and northern cities have served
as a helping hand, pushing workers away from a toxic blend
of rising expenses and falling quality of life. Using a mix of
Census data, cross-metro moving requests on moving.com,
and cross-metro searches on realtor.com, a recent Realtors
study found New York, Chicago, San Jose, and Los Angeles are among the top five cities losing the most domestic
migrants to mostly smaller, newer Sun Belt cities. In the
same study the top ten gainers are Sun Belt cities, with the
exception of Portland, Oregon, all who offer newer, more
affordable housing stock than in the prime metro areas of
New York, Illinois, and California.85
Arguably no city in the country has taken advantage
of these conditions more than Austin. Since 2009, the low
point of the Great Recession, its metro area GDP has grown
31 percent. By comparison, San Francisco and Boston each
grew by 13 percent during the same period. The national
average for major U.S. metro areas was 11 percent.86
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Figure 2

CHANGE IN REAL GDP

versity” and 7 percent who say “more creativity,” 42 percent
say Austin’s explosive population growth has been a boon
to the city’s economy. Even those who have lived in Austin
for more than 20 years believe the economy has benefited
from great migration to the city.87
An openness to newness, strangers, and change are
hallmarks of Austin’s economic culture. Perhaps rooted
in the city’s past as a music-centric, indie-friendly college
town, these hallmarks have translated well economically
for the city.

THE GREAT MIGRATION GAME: AUSTIN VS. THE BAY AREA

Demographically, domestic migration drives Austin’s
economy. Austin has had to innovate and import a lot of
talent.Austin has become a quintessential knowledge economy that thrives not so much by cultivating natural and
historical resources, but by absorbing ideas, innovation and
talent from elsewhere and selling them as products back to
the world.
Figure 3

DOMESTIC MIGRATION 2000-2015

Austin’s migration story can perhaps be understood
best in contrast with Silicon Valley. No metro area in America can compare to the Bay Area in terms of the sheer size
and force of its technology community, Austin’s attractiveness has grown, in large part , unlike in San Francisco and
San Jose,tech workers in Austin are able to afford housing
close to the office, raise kids close to good school options,
and enjoy a variety of cultural amenities in close proximity.
Between 1991 and 2013, people moved between Austin
and 304 MSAs. Of these, Austin only experienced a net loss
to eleven. Compare that to San Francisco. The gem of the
Bay Area lost population to 133 of the 242 MSAs with which
it “traded” population. For San Jose, the figures are 127 out
of 253. In other words, while the Bay Area lost population
to well over half of the MSAs it has traded with across the
country, Austin’s loss was just 3.6 percent.
Figure 4

AUSTIN MIGRATION

Anyone who has spent any time in Austin understands
the tension that exists in the city between the defenders of
its erstwhile charm as an unconventional music and college
town and boosters of its high-growth technology cosmopolitanism. Whatever the community’s gatekeepers contend,
however, Austinites themselves think that the massive influx of people is inextricably bound to its economic growth.
An annual survey of Austin residents casts this phenomenon in clear relief. When asked what they think Austin has gained by its population growth over the past five
years, residents cite a stronger economy as their top pick.
Compared to the 22 percent of Austinites who cite “more di
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Figure 5

SAN JOSE MIGRATION

Figure 6

SAN FRANCISCO MIGRATION

Figures 5 and 6 show clearly how the Bay Area has
dispatched population to a number of western and southern boomtowns, whereas Austin has pulled in workers
and families from every population centers all across the
country.
Silicon Valley is renowned for its high-level talent pool.
It attracts the best and the brightest from around the world
to work in the most vibrant technology ecosystem in the
world. However, when one looks at where U.S. cities export
most of their talent, the numbers tell a slightly different
story.
First, Austin is more of a regional talent destination
than Silicon Valley. Since 1991, Austin has seen a net population increase of more than 33,000 people from Houston
and 21,000 from Dallas. San Jose has lost thousands of
32

people to both Texas cities over the same period of time. So
has San Francisco. Perhaps that is expected, given Austin’s
proximity to its fellow Texan metropolitan areas.
But the pull is much greater from California than one
would suspect. During the same period,Austin attracted
nearly 20,000 migrants from the Los Angeles metropolitan
area, which sent only 15,000 to San Jose. Austin also saw
thousands of arrivals from San Diego during the same
period.
The other tech-heavy, talent-centric cities in the Northwest also prefer Austin. Net migration from Seattle to Austin has been positive since 1991, while San Francisco and
San Jose have lost a combined 25,500 people to Seattle in
the same time period. Portland tells an even more dramatic
story. A city frequently compared to Austin, Oregon’s commercial capital has lost more people to its Texas peer than it
has gained, while Silicon Valley has lost tens of thousands
of residents to their northern neighbor. In contrast, since
1991, San Jose and San Francisco have exported nearly
51,000 people to Portland and Austin combined.
Second, looking at talent centers nationwide, Austin
outperforms the Bay Area quite decisively as cities with a
high proportion of college-educated residents have consistently chosen the Texas capital as an ultimate destination
over Silicon Valley. Raleigh, for example, the only other
American city to come close to matching Austin’s rate of
growth over the past five years, has lost more people to
Austin than it has gained since 1991, but both San Francisco and San Jose have lost population to Raleigh over the
same period. In other words, plenty of people are choosing
to leave the Bay Area for North Carolina, but the talent base
in North Carolina has a fonder eye for Austin.
Other talent centers display a bias for Austin as well.
The three largest cities on Wallet Hub’s 2015 list of the
educated cities in America --- New York, Los Angeles, and
Chicago --- have all sent more people to Austin than to the
Bay Area, despite an enormous tech-led boom in
the area.88 Washington, D.C. has become a talent boomtown in its own right, owing to the stability of employment
for the knowledge workers the federal industrial complex
increasingly needs and rewards. Yet it has exported more
workers to Austin than to San Jose and San Francisco
combined over the past twenty years. Provo and Colorado
Springs, the mountain West’s talent hubs, have also lost
people to Austin but gained people from San Jose and San
Francisco.

OPPORTUNITY CITIES WIN
For cities aspiring to grow as Austin has grown, the first
order of business is to understand Austin as an opportunity
city, not just a technology center or music capital. So what
are the hallmarks of an opportunity city?
First, Austin, like other Texas cities, is friendly to those
who want to start and grow a business. These are cities in
which small businesses not only participate in, but also
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drive economic growth. A recent study conducted by the
American City Business Journals ranked cities with 500,000
or more residents according to 16 indicators constructed to
measure the vitality of the small business sectors in American cities. Austin ranked number one on the list because
of the relationship between small business job growth
and overall economic growth. San Francisco and San Jose
ranked sixth and ninth, respectively, bested by nimbler hot
spots such as Miami and Provo. Austin has also made other
high-level appearances over the past few years on similar
rankings, such as CNBC’s “Friendliest Cities for Small Business” list.89
Small businesses are woven into the fabric of Austin’s
economic ecosystem. Austin’s small businesses are ahead
of the national average and a significant source of the
tireless job creation engine for which Austin has earned a
national reputation. Companies in Austin with fewer than
100 workers account for 35 percent of the area’s workforce,
and yet they created enough jobs in 2009-2011 to offset the
job losses caused by Austin’s largest employers after the
Great Recession.90
Second, an opportunity city is a jobs city. Small businesses by themselves do not necessarily guarantee that
a city will have a healthy jobs environment, but a critical
mass of new small companies typically does, especially if a
significant minority grow into larger companies.
Austin reflects the growing body of academic literature
on the impact of new firms on the labor market. Startups
and other young companies generate the vast majority of
net new jobs in America and spur income growth, especially for younger workers. New companies in Austin are the
fuel that powers the creation of new jobs at a rate impressively above the national average.
New firm formation in Austin tracks with general
national trends, but it does so at a consistently higher rate.
As figure 7 shows, Austin has produced a significantly
greater share of new firms per capita compared to the rest
of country over the past 20 years, and it rebounded faster
post-recession than the nation as a whole. The tech centers
of Raleigh, San Francisco, and San Jose have all had lower
startup rates than Austin since 2010.91
Austin is the only major metro in Texas creating as
many or more new firms than it was pre-recession. Just
three years after the nation’s economic nadir, Austin created more new firms in absolute terms than it ever had. It
also produces a disproportionately high number of startups
for its size.92 In the Kauffman Foundation’s Index of Startup
Activity, Austin has been in the top two spots for a few years
running.93
In addition to its startup culture, Austin is a premier
relocation destination, especially for companies looking to
expand operations in a business-friendly atmosphere with
an abundance of talent. Since 2004, nearly one-third of all
high-tech company relocations and expansions to Austin
from elsewhere have come from California. Among these
are household name giants such as Apple, Google, eBay,

Oracle, PayPal, and Facebook.94
Figure 7

NEW FIRMS PER 100,000 POPULATION

Source: Business Dynamic Statistics, prepared by Austin Chamber of
Commerce Research95

A churning startup culture drives a dynamic job-creation ecosystem. Austinites work more hours per week than
the national average, enjoy the lowest unemployment rate
among the nation’s top 50 metro areas and experienced
non-farm payroll growth at the 3rd fastest rate last year.96
This has a lot to do with a healthy balance between
job growth in all sectors of the economy with particularly
strong performances in higher-growth sectors of the economy. Between 2014 and 2016, every sector of Austin’s economy added jobs, except manufacturing, which only declined
by less than a percentage point. Since 2010, job growth in
professional business services has grown 42 percent and
information jobs by 34 percent, and over the past two years
Austin has outperformed growth rates nationally in sectors
diverse as wholesale trade, construction, leisure and hospitality, and retail.97
Third, an opportunity city attracts professionals on
the front end of their careers. One of the best ways to test
the dynamism of a region is to look at the degree to which
young professionals in their 30s are moving there. Immediately after college, 20-somethings will often move to big
cities to get their professional footing and enjoy the fruits of
cosmopolitan living. As they approach their thirties, they
begin to think about affordability more seriously and consider other opportunity-related factors such as the quality
of neighborhoods and schools if they are in the marriageand-kids market. Looked at this way, Austin is the preferred
destination for upwardly mobile, aspirational 30-somethings looking to make a life for themselves.
A recent Niche.com ranking of the 25 best cities for
millennials used as its key metric the percentage of 25-34
year olds living in each city. Austin, which ranked second
overall on the list, had the highest percentage of 25-34 year
olds among the top 25 cities.98
When we compare 25-34 year olds moving to the Bay
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Area versus Austin, we see several sharp contrasts. Between
2000 and 2014, this group grew by 49 percent in Austin but
declined by nearly 4 percent in Silicon Valley. There are now
more 25-34 year olds living in Austin than in the San Jose
metro area.99
A greater share of 25-34 year-olds in Silicon Valley have
a bachelors degree than in Austin, but Austin has been
growing its educated young population at a much faster
rate. The 25-34 year-old population with at least a bachelors
degree has grown in Austin by nearly 61 percent since 2000,
compared to 18 percent in San Jose.

BALANCING THE BASICS: WHY AUSTIN WORKS
Austin’s success as an opportunity city differs from
what has occurred in the Bay Area’s anchor metros, San
Francisco and San Jose. These places haveled the nation in
job creation and startups in recent years and are growing
their share of highly-educated young professionals. Yet they
are losing population --- and company relocations --- to
Austin. Why is Austin succeeding where San Francisco and
San Jose, at some level, are not?
The answer lies somewhere in the answers provided
by those who have made the move from the Bay Area to
Austin.
Vasili Triant, CEO of LiveOps, moved his company from
Silicon Valley to Austin after concluding that quality of life
and cost issues would keep his company from achieving its
growth objectives.
Before assuming
“Austin makes it possible to build savings, raise a family, send kids to a good
the helm of Livepublic school, and enjoy a life outside
Ops, Triant moved
of work. The Bay Area makes it nearly
to the company’s
impossible to do any of those things.”
Austin office to
- Vasili Triant, CEO of LiveOps, on why
direct sales. He and
he moved his company from the Bay
his family were able
Area to Austin
to buy a home and
attend schools in
the kind of district that would be utterly uaffordable in the
Bay Area.The easy-going yet ambitious nature of Austin’s
workforce provided a solid talent pool.
Meanwhile, back in Silicon Valley, employees at Triant’s company were constantly pushing for pay raises to
accommodate the cost of housing, complaining about the
multiple hours a day they spent commuting, and worrying
about the schools their kids would have to attend. Employees earning over $200,000 were in debt and not contributing to their 401ks.
Once he was elevated to CEO, Triant confronted his
board with the built-in costs of doing business in the Bay
Area. He proposed moving the company to Austin, to which
the board agreed after reviewing the numbers.
Triant likens the difference between the Bay Area
and Austin to a difference in premise about what makes a
good life worth living in each place. In Silicon Valley one
gambles that he or she will make it big, has family money,
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or just wants to be near the ocean and the mountains. “If
your premise about a good life involves saving money for
the future and having a good community and school for
your kids, then Austin is for you – and the Bay Area won’t be
unless you’re phenomenally wealthy,” Triant says.
Pradeep Vancheeswaran, a Senior Vice President of
Global Business Operations at VMWare, lived in California for his entire U.S. professional career, including seven
years in the Bay Area, before moving to Austin. The cost
of living and the rat-race culture of the Bay Area prompted him and his wife to reconsider whether it was the best
place to raise their kids and make a life. On a scouting trip
to Austin he saw the kind of home his money could buy,
the kind of neighborhood he could live in, and the quality
of the schools, and the decision was made. Friends said he
was committing career suicide. The opposite has happened,
and the family
is flourishing in
“I have been able to hire talent here with
Austin. “Texas gets
no problems. In fact, Austin ranks at
a bad rap in the Bay
the top of our global talent assessment
Area,” he says. “But
and has been a great place to hire for
the truth is Ausour company.”
tin is an inclusive
- Pradeep Vancheeswaran, Senior Vice
place. We have great
President of Global Business Operations
neighbors, people
at VMWare, who moved to Austin from
are friendly, and I
Silicon Valley
have been able to
hire talent here with
no problems. In fact, Austin ranks at the top of our global
talent assessment and has been a great place to hire for our
company.”
Triant’s and Vancheeswaran’s stories are not uncommon in Austin and exemplify the fundamental pillars
supporting Austin’s sustained growth.

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
Underneath the vibrant regional economy, Austin’s
bedrock, not often mentioned in the hype about the city,
has been its affordability.
As Triant and Vancheeswaran’s personal accounts
attest,Austin’s diverse and affordable housing stock is a key
lure for upwardly mobile professionals. Housing in Austin
is growing more expensive but still remains a reasonably
good deal, particularly in comparison with the Bay Area,
Los Angeles and San Diego, where housing costs more than
double that of Austin, adjusted for income.
The key to maintaining housing affordability is to allow
supply to keep up with demand. This requires avoiding
the restrictions on suburban housing development that
have been adopted in places like California, Portland and
Seattle, and avoiding the high development charges typical
of more restrictively regulated markets. As Figure 8 shows,
affordability was nearly identical in Austin, Portland, and
Denver in 1990. Since then, unaffordability has grown faster
in the latter two markets, which place more restrictions on
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housing than Austin does. And in the Bay Area, of course,
California’s notorious penchant for restricting housing is
breaking records for unaffordability.
Figure 8

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

Using Demographia’s International Housing Affordability Survey, we find that single-family homes in Austin
remain more affordable than rival talent centers such as
Portland, Denver, Seattle, and Washington, DC. When compared to San Jose, which is the United States’ most unaffordable housing market, it is not hard to see the appeal for
Bay Area technology transplants. The median house price
in San Jose and San Francisco is nearly ten times the area’s
median income, compared to four times in Austin. Technology executives in the Bay Area cite housing costs as the
biggest threat to their continued success.100
Still, at four times median income, Austin is facing
the beginning of affordability problems. It has grown from
an affordable to moderately unaffordable housing market
since 2000 and is presently on the cusp of becoming severely unaffordable according to Demographia’s calculations.
Trulia’s chief economist agrees, arguing that Austin is on
the verge of denting its continued growth trajectory should
housing prices climb much farther relative to income.101
When it comes to total cost of living advantages,
though, the story improves somewhat for Austin. According to BEA data, between 2008 and 2013 the overall cost of
living actually decreased slightly in Austin even as it rose in
New York and Washington, DC. Austin’s workforce enjoys
a 20 percent cost advantage over residents of New York,
who labor under the highest cost of living standards in the
nation. Austin costs about the same as Phoenix or Orlando.
The Bay Area, by contrast, is an indistinguishable percentage point more affordable than New York. Therefore, it is
not surprising that San Francisco and San Jose have seen
positive net migration from New York in recent years. If life
must cost an unbearable amount, the weather and scenery
might as well be better.

FOLLOW THE MONEY
Austin’s real median income is the highest of Texas’s four largest metros and even surpasses the New York
metro area. Of the nation’s 53 cities with more than one
million residents, Austin’s median household income is the
tenth highest adjusted for cost of living. African American
and Asian median incomes in Austin are fourth and fifth
respectively among the largest U.S. cities, and salaries in
Austin typically track slightly above the national average
for most job categories.102
Given Austin’s emergence as a technology center , the
region now has twice as many high-tech jobs as a percentage of all jobs than the national average. Nearly one-quarter of all payrolls in Austin are in the high-tech sector, with
an average salary greater than $100,000, nearly double the
average salary for all other industries. Though high tech salary growth has slowed in Austin in the past few years compared to the rest of the nation, the average high tech worker
in Austin still earns more than the national average. Before
the Great Recession, there were more high-tech manufacturing than IT jobs in Austin, but the past five years have
seen an explosion of information and other IT-related
high tech jobs. The number of IT jobs in Austin has nearly
doubled in the past ten years, totaling more than 56,000.
High-tech manufacturing jobs remain the highest-paying,
though, with an average annual salary fetching $122,000.
Income growth outside of high tech jobs has grown at
a faster rate than tech jobs. Between 2010 and 2015, Austin
had the second-highest annual job growth across all industries at 3.7 percent, just a click behind San Francisco’s 3.8
percent growth rate.103 Austin’s high tech job growth rate
of 5.7 percent was also the second-highest nationally, once
again behind San Francisco’s peerless 10.7 percent growth
rate.These rates of growth have been matched by healthy
income growth that makes Austin a premier opportunity
city.

GOOD PLACE FOR THE KIDS
Austin’s relative affordability and earning power is
buttressed by two additional factors that are especially
important to families and young people planning to have
children: safety and schools. As Austin has grown, the
sheer influx of families with children has placed a premium
on the availability of strong educational options and a safe
environment.
Between 2000 and 2014, the number of households
in Austin with children under the age of 18 grew 35 percent. By contrast, such households grew 4 percent in San
Jose. This does not mean that Austin is necessarily more
pro-family or pro-marriage in the sense of cultural norms.
The percentage of married adults in Austin has declined
just as it has across most urban areas in the past 15 years, as
has the percentage of young couples with children.
But, as sheer volume of families with children moving
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to Austin in absolute terms shows, the overall environment is very family-friendly. Austin’s schools fare better
on most assessments of public school quality than Texas’s
other large cities, and families have public school options
all across the metro area. For instance, consumer-oriented
data analysis sites such as FindtheHome.com rate Austin’s
city schools ten points or more ahead of Dallas, Houston,
and San Antonio, and the State of Texas’s overall rankings
show a substantial percentage of high-performing schools
in the metro area. Whether a family chooses to live downtown or the suburbs, there are strong public school options
unlike ones one would normally find in large
urban areas.104
An annual survey of residents shows that Austinites
value choices in education as well. A majority of adults believe the public schools in Austin are a good value for their
tax dollars. Yet 59 percent of 18-34-year-olds support school
vouchers, as do 50 percent of adults over 35. Fifty-nine
percent of all adults either send their kids to charter schools
or would consider doing so. Sixty percent of respondents
saythey chose where to live based on school options.105
Austin is also one of the safest cities in Texas. According to the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reports, Austin ranks 21 out
of Texas’s 24 metro areas in the report in crime incidents,
well below the other larger metros.106 As a state capital and
university town Austin’s growth has “skipped over” the debasements that accompany deindustrialization and largescale losses within working-class economies. But Austin’s
growth patterns, variegated and multi-nodal as they are
across the metro area, have also created diverse economic
centers that have prevented large swaths of the city from
falling into decline.

SUBURBAN AUSTIN
Demand for downtown living has never been higher
in Austin, and yet the cranes and construction zones tend
to hide the true locus of Austin’s dynamism—the area’s
lively suburbs. This is where the vast majority of the region’s
population growth in the past 15 years has occurred. Not
merely appendages to downtown, Austin’s suburban communities have done a notable job of incorporating elements
of the city’s urban identity into the quality of life its suburban residents experience. One can find food trucks, coffee
shops, new restaurants, indie shops of various kinds, music,
and festivals dispersed across the metro area. The Barton
Creek Greenbelt tha¬¬t stretches southwest off the Colorado River downtown spreads outdoor recreational opportunities, for which Austin is also well-known, across multiple
access points through a variety of neighborhoods. 107
In 1990, when Austin metro’s population was less than
one million, 45 percent of residents lived in the suburbs.
Today, 53 percent of Austinites live in the suburbs. The city
grew 47 percent between 1990 and 2000, and then another
37 percent between 2000 and 2010. The vast majority of this
growth has been suburban in nature.
Figure 9

POPULATION GROWTH SHARE BY CITY SECTOR

OPTION URBANISM: AUSTIN’S POLYCENTRIC CHARACTER
The thing that ultimately makes Austin’s population
and economic growth work is the multi-nodal quality of the
metro area’s growth. Despite its reputation as a “hip” and
dense urban area, in reality Austin is a city of districts that
balances and disperses urban-style amenities across its
urban and suburban landscape.
Austin’s reputation as an urban hotspot is well-deserved. The Austin City Limits concert venue and annual
festival are in or immediately across the Colorado River
from downtown. South By Southwest, the global technology, film, and music festival, occurs mostly in venues
spread across Austin’s urban core. The heart of the Austin
music scene along 6th Street downtown is only a short walk
from the Texas state capitol and a mere 13 blocks from the
University of Texas at Austin, the state’s flagship university
whose iconic tower is a fixture along the Austin skyline.
Visitors to Austin over the past decade are always greeted
by construction cranes that dot the downtown landscape,
as high rises compete with one another to make a new mark
on the skyline.
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Using Demographia’s City Sector Model, we see the urban core and urban core’s ring, defined as the central business district and original downtown ring pre-dating World
War II, experienced healthy rates of growth but added
little in absolute terms between 2000 and 2012. What most
people think of as today’s booming downtown Austin only
accounted for 1.6 percent to the metro area’s entire growth
during this period. Of the 588,000 new residents to Austin
during this period, 564,700 of them moved into suburban
neighborhoods.
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Figure 10

POPULATION BY CITY SECTOR

Figure 11

POPULATION GROWTH RATE FROM
2000 TO 2014

ly. Central Austin grew very little between 2000 and 2014.
The fastest growth, depicted by the grey and blue areas, is
largely suburban.
Homeownership in Austin follows this suburban
trajectory. Compared to 30 percent among the nation’s 52
largest metro areas, 62 percent of the owned housing stock
in Austin can be found in suburbs in which the median
home construction year was after 1980. That figure is less
than 10 percent in Silicon Valley. By contrast, 77 percent of
owned housing in Silicon Valley is in older suburbs with a
median home construction year before 1980, compared to
14 percent in Austin and 41 percent nationally. Another 23
percent of Austin’s owned housing is located in exurban
communities, compared to 19 percent nationally and 13
percent in Silicon Valley.
Austin’s success as an urban model is closely tied to
its ability to meet population demand with new housing in
new communities. The increasing difficulty to build and
afford housing in the Bay Area is effectively making homeownership a phenomenon of aging suburban communities,
as greater shares of aspiring homeowners leave the area
altogether, as seen earlier.

MULTI-NODAL TECH CITY
Austin’s suburban expansion also dominates much of
the economy. Nearly half – 43 percent – of tech jobs are in
the suburbs and much of the rest in areas outside downtown.108 Local markets for urban-style amenities such as
bars, cafes, and events have arose to meet the demand of a
highly-educated, relatively young workforce that nonetheless prefers lower-density suburban living. This creates a
district effect that has worked relatively well with Austin’s
zoning codes and allowed for either mixed-use, or regional
mixes of uses, in various points across the metro area.
Figure 12, an Austin Chamber of Commerce map of
the city’s 100 largest high-tech companies, paints a picture
of a multi-nodal tech community that is both urban and
suburban.109 Since 2014, 37 percent of high-tech companies
that have moved to Austin have relocated downtown, while
the rest are dispersed across the various hubs.110

Population Growth Rate
From 2000 to 2014

Derived from U.S. Census Data

Figure 11 shows how this growth looks geographical
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Figure 12

Source: Business Dynamic Statistics, prepared by Austin Chamber of
Commerce Research

The heavily concentrated hub downtown and the corridor stretching southwest of downtown offer a diverse array
of living options. South Austin interweaves leafy residential
neighborhoods around its three north-south district roadways: South Congress, South First, and South Lamar. To the
west are rolling, leafy suburban-style communities that offer proximity to downtown. Downtown increasingly offers
dense, high-rise living with ampleamenities. The Bartin
Creek Greenbelt and trails around Lady Bird Lake (created
by two dams in the Colorado River) are the centerpieces of
Austin’s esteemed outdoor fitness culture.
Between downtown and the concentration of tech
firms along and north of route 183 are patchworks of
neighborhoods and districts that blend homes, apartments,
restaurants, shops and bars, once again creating options
for families and single workers. The Domain, the mixeduse complex near the intersection of Routes 1 (Mopac) and
183, is beginning to serve as a kind of “city center” north of
downtown. Suburban neighborhoods west, north, and east
of the northern tech hub offer an array of suburban options
for families and workers. Apple is completing its second-largest campus outside of its California headquarters
in the community, and other tech giants such as Google
and Oracle have nearby offices.
Dell anchors the tech community in Round Rock to the
north, which effectively functions as a separate city center.
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Round Rock, with a population of more than 100,000, has
more than tripled in size since 1990. Dell employs more
than 13,000.
Austin’s rapid growth, coupled with lagging investments in transportation infrastructure, accounts for why
Austinites frequently rank traffic congestion as the biggest
problem facing the city. Viewed comparatively, however,
average work commute times in Austin match the national
average at 25.5 minutes one way, compared to 31.2 minutes
in San Francisco and 28.1 minutes in San Jose. Atlanta’s car
commute times take a full five minutes longer than Austin’s, and in Washington, DC, an extra ten. Overall, Austin’s
average commute times – whether by car, transit, bike or
foot – is on part with Indianapolis or Charlotte. For transplants from New York or the Bay Area, commutes are likely
to contribute to Austin’s appeal rather than the other way
around. Car commute times are lower in Austin than either
of those areas, as one might expect, but so are walk-to-work
times.111
Despite this relatively good performance, over time
traffic congestion along with housing affordability could
begin to chip away at the city’s magnetic appeal. But for
now, despite the frequent grousing one hears from locals
about the traffic, Austinites on average are not worse off
than other Americans living in cities larger than 1 million
people.
Austin’s still reasonable commute times reflect the
polycentric quality of its economic geography. With commercial and cultural locations spread across the metro
area, together with an array of single- and multi-family
housing options nearby, Austin offers choices. If a young
professional couple wants a single family home with a yard,
proximity to restaurants and shops and good schools, they
have options. If they want to live in more of a mixed-use
apartment community close to work, they have options.
Downtown living is increasingly becoming harder for
people not commanding top salaries, but it still remains an
option for young workers that other cities do not offer.

CONCLUSION
Austin is well-known as a talent center, but students of
urbanism would do well to study the geographic nature of
the talent economy in Texas’s capital. It is a dispersed talent
pool, spread across a relatively affordable metro area with
proximity to urban-style amenities.
Austin has managed to encourage and allow the concurrent development of its central core and inner and outer
rings in a way that has made variety a central feature of
the Austin model. People, young and old, have options in
Austin. Good schools can be found across the metro area
meaning people rarely have to sacrifice amenity preferences in order to live close to a good school, which is a conventional understanding of what “moving to the ‘burbs” often
entails in most cities.
Austinites have work options, too, in two ways. The
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diverse economy, with a high proportion of high tech and
other educated workers, offers opportunities in the job
market for workers who decide what they are doing is not
the right fit for them. Workers also have choices where they
work. The polycentric nature of Austin’s commercial hubs
makes this possible.
And even as affordability problems present unprecedented challenges to Austin, the city still offers alternatives
for where people want to live. Because of the timing and
trajectory of Austin’s population growth, a lot of new housing is available, as well.

The key to the Austin model’s continued success will be
to preserve its core features as an opportunity city and the
fundamentals that have made it work until now. Over-planning or limiting growth, concentrating economic strength
in too few places, allowing school quality to erode – these
are precisely the things that have done significant damage
to other previously successful cities in America. Austin’s
strength has been in going in the other direction. Its continued success depends upon continuing along the same path
it has traveled until now, but with a vision to accommodate
what seems as inevitable greater growth.
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SAN ANTONIO: GROWTH AND SUCCESS IN
THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN CAPITAL
SCOTT BEYER
San Antonio, Texas -- For decades, as many U.S. cities
declined, and others became overly exclusive, cities in
Texas evolved into places of opportunity. Due in large part
to liberalized economic policies, the state’s “Big Four”
metro areas — Houston, Dallas, Austin and San Antonio —
consistently rank among the nation’s leaders in population
growth and job growth, experiencing the rapid urbanization once common among America’s legacy cities. In a state
once defined by cowboy towns, these metros have become
intense human and business agglomerations, growing
more global and ethnically diverse in the process.
In many ways, the newcomer to these ranks of opportunity cities is Texas’ oldest urban area, San Antonio. In
recent decades, San Antonio has been considered the underdog of the foursome, able to outshine other Texas cities
in professional basketball, but not in economic or cultural
reputation. Houston, a mega wealthy oil town, has reached
remarkable heights in health care, luxury shopping and
housing development. Dallas has emerged as a mid-American banking center.112 Austin has become Texas’ yuppie
capital, full of educated techies who are turning the city
into “Silicon Hills.” But San Antonio, as America’s northernmost gateway with Mexico, has been viewed as a magnet for poor immigrants and thus a place of low incomes
and education levels.113
“There has been a long perception of San Antonio as a
poor city with a nice river area,” says Rogelio Sáenz, dean
of the public policy school at the University of Texas-San
Antonio. “Even today, despite being the seventh-largest city
in the country, many people outside Texas have little information about our city.”
But as I discovered while living in San Antonio for six
weeks this spring, these negative stereotypes are outdated.
Thanks to a commitment toward growth by the city’s political and business establishment, San Antonio in 2016 offers
a much more diverse urban profile, catching up to some
degree with Texas’ other major cities and surpassing many
in other states.
The leading cause has been a good economy. San
Antonio first grew thanks to a few key sectors, most notably its voluminous military presence, which earned it
the nickname “Military City USA.” But its economy has
diversified recently, seeing growth in sectors that benefit
both from proximity to the military and from the broader
Texas growth machine. The city’s financial industry has
been propelled by providing banking for service members.
The tech industry, which had overlooked San Antonio for
trendier cities like Austin and San Francisco, now has a
presence here; since 2010, San Antonio’s information sector
has expanded by over 15 percent, placing the city 17th
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among the 70 largest U.S. metros in a 2016 Forbes magazine
survey.114 The city has even seen manufacturing growth,
as corporations take advantage of Texas’ corporate welfare
and proximity to Mexico’s supply chains. Along with San
Antonio’s more traditional economic drivers, such as health
care and tourism, this expanding private sector has turned
the city into a jobs engine.
And this is impelling people to move here, creating a
more interesting demographic mix. The city’s historic ties
to Mexico have long cemented it as the Mexican-American
capital, viewed as much a part of “northern Mexico” as of
the United States. It remains a majority-Hispanic city, but
this, rather than being a liability, has infused San Antonio
with a young, energetic population, making it a case study
for how an increasingly diverse America can function. This
includes “Tejanos” — native Texans of Mexican descent —
and the more recent increase in Mexican nationals, professional-class immigrants escaping the violence in their
homeland. Meanwhile, people throughout the U.S. seeking
well-paying jobs and low living costs — including young
white professionals, African Americans, Asian Americans
and immigrants of every variety — are flooding into San
Antonio.
This explosive job and population growth has bred all
the familiar elements underpinning an urban renaissance.
Indeed, just like in other rapidly growing Texas cities,
there is a certain buzz about San Antonio, as it has become
denser, more global and more cosmopolitan than when I
previously visited in 2007. The new developments emerging
in and around downtown fuel restaurants and bars that are
slammed during weekends with everybody from international jet-setters to Tejano ranchers in cowboy hats. This
imprint has extended to outlying areas, where new country
clubs and luxury shops spring up on formerly virgin land.
Yet amid this new shine sits a more traditional culture.
Just as parts of modern-day San Antonio were built during
the first stirrings of civilization within Texas, the city is
dominated by families who have lived here for generations,
instilling a small-town, community feel. This combination
of old and new — which extends across a landscape largely built by, and for, people of Mexican descent — is what
makes San Antonio the most compelling of Texas’ urban
success stories.

EVOLUTION INTO THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN CAPITAL
San Antonio’s Hispanic ties date to the late 1600s,
when Spanish explorers mixed with the native Yanaguana
population.115 The Spanish founded the city in 1718, built
several missions, including the Alamo, and by 1773 made
San Antonio de Bexar the capital of Spanish Texas.
By the 19th century, these religious structures were
transformed into forts, as San Antonio became a prime
battleground for Spain’s imperial ambitions. The city suffered from numerous battles in the early 1800s, with Spain
defending its territory against ragtag armies of Anglos and
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natives. In 1821, Spain granted independence to Mexico,
relinquishing much of modern Mexico and the U.S. Southwest, and San Antonio became the new nation’s foremost
northern entryway.116 Several years later, Mexico adopted a
constitution, but leaders soon violated it by forming a centralized government even more oppressive than Spain’s.117
In response, many Texas towns, which were peripheral
Mexican territory anyway, revolted, and San Antonio became ground zero in the Texas war for independence. This
climaxed in February and March 1836, when 200 defenders
encamped inside the Alamo held out nearly two weeks
against a several-thousand-man Mexican militia that ultimately overwhelmed and killed them. Texas seceded soon
after and became a republic, before the U.S. annexed it in
1845.
In following decades, rail connections made San
Antonio an industrial crossroads. Culturally, it enjoyed
influences from European and American frontiersmen and
indigenous people from Mexico. By 1900, San Antonio had
53,000 residents, making it Texas’ largest city.118
Figure 1

Newcomers consisted largely of Mexico’s business elite.
For example, the grandparents of former San Antonio mayor Henry Cisneros, and the parents of famed former local
congressman Henry Gonzalez, came to San Antonio during
this period. The influx of Mexican business savvy helped
make San Antonio a modern city.
After slowing during the Great Depression, San Antonio resumed growth during World War II. From its inception, San Antonio was a military city, the linchpin in the defenses of Texas. This continued following statehood, as San
Antonio became a prime location for military installations.
Fort Sam Houston, which still sits on the city’s east side,
was founded in 1845. Kelly Air Force Base opened during
World War I.120 Other military functions would follow, and
by World War II they were running on all cylinders.
The large civilian workforce that flooded into San
Antonio during this time created severe labor shortages
in rural areas. The federal government responded with
the Bracero Program. From 1942-64, 4.6 million Mexican
agricultural guest workers entered the U.S.121 Like with past
Mexican migrations, many gravitated to San Antonio, and
by 1970 the dusty old Spanish colonial outpost had become
a 654,000-person city.

POSTWAR ECONOMIC GROWTH AND POLITICAL EQUALITY

San Antonio’s major step forward, however, came
during the Mexican revolution of 1910, an event supported
by city residents. In 1876, Porfirio Diaz became Mexico’s
president, overseeing a multi-decade dictatorship. In 1910,
a popular dissident candidate named Francisco Madero
ran for president and was imprisoned. After his family posted bail, Madero fled to San Antonio, joining other expats
fomenting revolution. They organized an armed struggle
that lasted for decades within Mexico, causing a refugee
surge. From 1900-30, the Mexican population in the U.S.
grew from 100,000 to 1.5 million, and San Antonio’s total
population more than quadrupled, with refugees viewing it
as a safe and culturally familiar city.
“At that time, San Antonio was the center, not Los Angeles,” T.R. Fehrenbach , a Texas-based historian, told the
San Antonio Express-News in 2010. “San Antonio was the
capital of the Latin American world outside of Latin America.”119

Since then, the region has added an average of approximately 300,000 new residents per decade. Much of
the influx has resulted from the organic movement between America’s colder and warmer climes. But much also
stemmed from local sources and initiatives.
Economic growth and job creation are enhanced by
transportation systems that allow people to reach employment and other destinations throughout the metropolitan
area.122 Metro San Antonio has a highly ranked roadway
system, with comparatively light traffic congestion. San
Antonio ranks 10th in per-capita freeway capacity among
the 53 U.S. metropolitan areas with 1-million-plus
populations.123 This contributed to San Antonio’s ranking
of 22nd best in overall traffic congestion delay among 172
urban areas in 30 nations, according to the 2015 Tom Tom
Traffic Index.124 The metropolitan area has two freeway
beltways (ring roads), like a number of other cities.125
Like Texas’ other cities, San Antonio has also benefited
from pro-growth state policies. Texas has no income tax
and has the fifth-lowest overall state tax burden.126 Texas
routinely ranks near the top in surveys tracking ease of
doing business. Such liberalization has produced statewide
in-migration of people and businesses, mostly to the major
metros.
But the city’s establishment has also embraced the
growth agenda. This is because San Antonio, says Cisneros,
who in 1981 became the first Hispanic mayor of a large U.S.
city, perceives itself as an opportunity zone for Hispanics.127
“For a good part of its history, San Antonio was a poor
city,” he suggests. The establishment has responded by
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making economic development “the central current of San
Antonio’s political discourse and electoral politics … [giving] us the basis on which we decide other questions.”
This has meant, on one hand, subsidizing a number
of flashy projects. San Antonio’s famed River Walk, first
restored in 1941, has been serially expanded to connect key
downtown tourist spots. San Antonio hosted the World’s
Fair in 1968, rebranding itself as the northernmost Latin American gateway into the United States. And public
money was used to retain the San Antonio Spurs, who proceeded to win five NBA titles, putting the city on the map
perhaps more than anything else.
But growth has mainly occurred because local and regional officials embraced the unsexy projects needed to enhance San Antonio’s infrastructural footprint. For example,
the city pumps water from the vast Edwards Aquifer that
spans central Texas. Thus San Antonio has more reliable
water access — and cheaper water rates — than other cities,
who rely on surface-level infrastructure and are more subject to droughts.128
In the 1970s, San Antonio joined its municipal energy
company — CPS Energy — with a south Texas regional
nuclear power network. Unlike other cities that joined, CPS
entered the partnership to generate its own power, rather
than renting it from a third party, making it the nation’s
largest city-owned utility for gas and electricity. This has
helped the company eradicate the middle man, selling energy to San Antonio residents and businesses at 10 percent
to 20 percent less than in Dallas and Houston.129
Another area has been key to San Antonio’s political
development and the rise of Hispanics. From 1955-75, San
Antonio’s City Council was controlled by the Good Government League, a mostly white group that endorsed pro-business candidates. The group fought patronage politics,
but was exclusionary in nature.130 In the early 1970s, San
Antonio became ground zero for La Raza Unida, a national
movement dedicated to increasing Hispanic representation within government. Working against the GGL, the
movement organized voter drives throughout the early
1970s, and by 1977 had helped inspire council elections by
district, rather than at-large.131 This meant that following
the 1977 election, the majority-minority city had filled five
of 10 council seats with Hispanics and another seat with an
African American. This diversity at City Hall has continued.
But, according to Michael Cary, a writer for the San Antonio Current, the political establishment has still championed the pro-growth leanings of the GGL, thus merging two
constituencies that otherwise remain divided. This merger
was embodied by Cisneros, who was elected to council in
1975 and later served four terms as mayor.
“Cisneros broke with the liberal Chicano ranks and ran
on the West Side Good Government League ticket,” wrote
Cary, serving “as a bridge between Anglos and Hispanics.”132
The former mayor agreed that this unity remains intact, thanks to the citywide “political consensus” favoring
growth.
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“We’re not going to do it with welfare, we’re not going
to do it with income maintenance, we’re not going to do it
remaining contentious and divided,” Cisneros said, summarizing the Latino and Anglo establishments’ attitudes.
“We’re going to do it if we come around a single theme —
jobs.”

DIVERSIFYING ECONOMY
This approach has powered San Antonio near the top
on various growth and prosperity metrics. Since 2000, San
Antonio has been No. 8 among the 50 major U.S. metro
areas in population growth rate.
Figure 2

METROPOLITAN AREA GROWTH

Critically, this growth has been due largely to Latinos.
Since 2000, the area has been among the leaders in net
Hispanic population growth, adding over 400,000 residents.
Economic prosperity explains much about why people
are coming. Over this time, San Antonio has been No. 6
in job growth rate among these metros, and the highest
income growth among major metropolitan areas since
2005, according to Forbes magazine.133 When comparing
Hispanic populations in the 53 largest metros, San Antonio
has been one of only four to see median household income
gains since 2000 and has the 15th-highest median household income for Hispanics when adjusted for living costs.
According to the Kauffman Foundation, San Antonio is
No.10 in startup activity, and the area unemployment rate
is nearly two percentage points below the national average.
The Milken Institute ranked San Antonio No. 12 among its
best-performing major metros, although it has ranked higher
in previous years.134
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POPULATION GROWTH RATE
FROM 2000 TO 2014

Population Growth Rate
From 2000 to 2014

EMPLOYMENT GROWTH, 2000-2015
RANKED BY % CHANGE
MSA

New Jobs in Thousands

% Change

1. Austin

332.1

50.9%

2. Riverside

418.7

43.1%

3. Raleigh

170.7

39.9%

4. Las Vegas

251.6

37.2%

5. Houston

807.0

36.4%

6. San Antonio

262.0

35.7%

7. Orlando

302.3

34.0%

8. Nashville

221.6

30.8%

9. Phoenix

450.7

29.4%

10. Salt Lake City

155.3

29.0%

The backbone of this growth is an economy that has
strengthened and diversified. In 2011, Mario Hernandez,
former CEO of the San Antonio Economic Development
Foundation, wrote about how San Antonio was evolving

beyond its “big three” industry sectors — tourism, military
and health care. His points have only strengthened since.
Among the original big three, military remains the
strongest. According to a study by the city government, San
Antonio “is home to more Department of Defense students
and active runways than any other military installation.”135
The metro area also includes 55,000 military retirees. The
military has a $27.7 billion economic impact and employs
189,148 people. Lackland Air Force Base and Fort Sam
Houston are by far the area’s largest employers, at 37,000
and 32,000 workers, respectively, while other significant
installations include Randolph Air Force Base and Camp
Bullis (the names of all four begin with the moniker “Joint
Base San Antonio”). There is also a special relationship
between the military and the city’s Hispanics, who have
historically viewed military service as an opportunity
for well-paying jobs, free educations and integration into
mainstream American society.
Bioscience and health care is another vast sector, having grown from $12 billion to $30.6 billion in annual economic impact since 2003.136 The industry employs 164,000,
or one of six San Antonians.137 In many ways, the sector is
an outgrowth of the military, as medical workers receive
training for — and often operate on — personnel preparing
for, or returning from, battle. Following the federal Base Realignment and Closure Commission’s report in 2005, many
of the Pentagon’s medical functions were concentrated in
San Antonio, infusing billions of dollars into the city. This
was highlighted by the new Medical Education and Training Campus built at Fort Sam Houston, the world’s largest
facility for military medical education, research and training.138 The center’s students often apply their knowledge at
nearby Camp Bullis, a site that specializes in combat training. Just down the block within Fort Sam Houston, meanwhile, is Brooke Army Medical Center, an inpatient hospital
that is the military’s largest health care organization .139
Yet the military’s medical functions only scratch the
surface of San Antonio’s health care sector, with much
of the private and nonprofit institutions located on the
northwest side. The city benefits from the South Texas Medical Center, the Baptist, Methodist and University Health
Systems, the University of Texas Health Science Center, the
Children’s Hospital of San Antonio, and numerous other
hospitals, research labs and medical startups.
Tourism has been the city’s third economic staple,
employing one in eight San Antonians.140 This is centered
on traditional attractions like the Alamo and the River
Walk, and outlying lures like Six Flags and SeaWorld. The
impact will surely expand, because last year San Antonio’s
five former Spanish missions were given UNESCO World
Heritage status.
Aside from the big three economic drivers, San Antonio
is expanding into manufacturing, aviation, finance, technology and education, all tied somewhat to the military.
While not traditionally a manufacturing city, San Antonio
is now Texas’ fourth-largest manufacturing market, with
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the industry accounting for 57,000 jobs. One notable coup
came when San Antonio, thriving on the corporate relocation momentum throughout Texas, compelled Toyota
to build its largest manufacturing plant on the city’s south
side in 2003. There was a combination of factors involved —
the state offered $133 million in corporate welfare; the city
government made infrastructure upgrades; local entrepreneurs stepped up to create a supply chain; and the city is
proximate to the strong truck-buying markets in Texas and
Mexico. As The Rivard Report, a local news website, noted
10 years later, “the company’s total direct investment in
the plant has reached $2.1 billion, with $1.5 billion or more
invested by the supplier community.”141
The aviation industry, an offshoot of both the military and manufacturing, has also grown exponentially in
recent decades. Key to this has been Port San Antonio.142
In 1995, following the Cold War’s end, Kelly Air Force Base
was closed. A government entity was created to repair and
lease out the vast space to private companies, and the port
has become a profitable facility, avoiding the graft and
waste endemic in other American ports. Port San Antonio,
which is located not near water but near heavily trafficked
I-35, is dedicated to heavy industrial and aerospace uses
and includes tenants like Boeing, Lockheed Martin and
StandardAero, although it also houses cybersecurity and IT
companies.143
The military has also brought growth to San Antonio’s
financial industry, specifically through the rise of niche
companies that loan to military members, who are traditionally seen as higher risk. The granddaddy of them all
is USAA, a Fortune 500 firm headquartered in northwest
San Antonio that employs 17,000. Significant mainstream
banking institutions include JP Morgan Chase, which employs 5,000 locals, and Frost Bank, based in San Antonio. By
year’s end, the latter company will break ground on a new
23-story downtown headquarters.144
The military has driven tech growth, as well. Some of
this $10 billion impact is generated by federal agencies that
contract with local IT and cybersecurity firms, making San
Antonio No. 2 in the country in concentration of data centers.145 Much of the rest comes from a more subdued private
startup scene, which has benefited from the city establishment’s focus on tech, and the energy of one man, city native
Graham Weston.146 In 1998, Weston co-founded Rackspace,
a cloud computing company in northeastern San Antonio
that employs 3,300 and is valued at $3.29 billion.147 Weston
has since made it his mission to grow a tech scene downtown, renting out incubator space and filling it with small
organizations that collaborate on ideas, including Weston
Urban, the 80/20 Foundation, Geekdom, Techstars and
Tech Bloc.148
Lastly, the military — and San Antonio’s wider network
of STEM enterprises — is inspiring educational growth.
While San Antonio has historically enjoyed several small,
renowned liberal arts schools, it more recently strengthened its public higher education. A University of Texas
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branch opened in 1969, and a Texas A&M branch followed
in 2009. UT San Antonio, has an enrollment of 28,000. Its
cyber security program is ranked first in the nation by tech
industry professionals, meaning that graduates can plug
into the region’s tech and military scene.149 The local community college system, Alamo Colleges, has partnered with
Port San Antonio to establish workforce development programs, and the general focus for its roughly 60,000 students
is on aerospace, manufacturing and IT.150
One industry in San Antonio that has not been particularly strong — likely to the benefit of the others — is local
government. In many major U.S. cities, the largest employers are some combination of city governments, county
governments and various civil service authorities. In San
Antonio, the city government is the ninth-largest employer
at 9,145.151
But perhaps the biggest economic driver has been population growth itself, with the city proper adding 325,000,
and the metro area growing by 673,000 since 2000, creating a greater demand for housing, cars, services and food.
San Antonio’s most inspiring private-sector story provides
a window into that growing consumption. The region’s
largest private employer, at 20,000 people, is H-E-B, a San
Antonio-headquartered supermarket chain. Founded in
1905 by Florence Butt, who opened a small shop in nearby
Kerrville, it has skyrocketed under her grandson Charles’
leadership, largely by remaining based in one of America’s
consistently fastest-growing states. H-E-B has 316 stores in
Texas and 52 in Mexico, and is one of America’s most highly
valued companies, at $22 billion.152

DEMOGRAPHIC MOMENTUM
So which groups are driving this population increase?
The San Antonio area , at 63.2 percent, is the most Hispanic
major MSA in the country, well ahead of Miami MSA at
43.8 percent.153 San Antonio’s Hispanic population largely
consists of Tejanos, a south Texas term describing native
Texans of Mexican descent. According to Pew Research
Center data, 89.6 percent of San Antonio’s Hispanic population is Mexican. This is the largest share among Texas’ Big
Four cities. But, notably, San Antonio has by far the lowest
percentage of Hispanics who were foreign-born. While the
share of foreign-born Hispanics is 32.4 percent in Austin
and around 45 percent in Houston and Dallas — not to
mention 42 percent in Los Angeles and New York City, 54
percent in Washington, D.C., and 66 percent in Miami — it
is only 17 percent in San Antonio.154 This is because many of
them have lived in San Antonio for generations.
Additional Mexican-American influxes originate from
Texas border towns like Laredo, Brownsville, McAllen, and
other parts of the Rio Grande Valley. Tejanos have traditionally viewed San Antonio as a destination for jobs, education and entertain5ment. At the same time, the city is a
short drive from their families. This proximity is important,
explains Stephanie Reyes, a public-affairs staffer at the San
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Antonio Chamber of Commerce and a Brownsville native.
“In most Hispanic cultures, [families] want you to stick
around, they want to see you grow, especially if there’s that
possibility of you raising a family elsewhere that they’re not
going to get to take part in, seeing them grow up or seeing
them every weekend. Here in San Antonio, [south Texas
Tejanos] have that opportunity.”
Nonetheless, there is still a lot of Mexican immigration
into San Antonio, although the profile has changed. The stereotypical Mexican entering the city postwar was the poor
agricultural worker. More recently, San Antonio has seen
an explosion of professional-class Mexican migrants from
major cities like Monterrey, five hours south on I-35. This
group’s wealth has made them targets for kidnappings in
their homeland. So they have moved to the U.S., with over
50,000, according to a Los Angeles Times report, coming to
San Antonio, thanks to its proximity and ingrained Mexican culture.155 They have worked in white-collar professions
and inhabited north-side gated communities, becoming
known for lavish consumption. This is evident on any weekend in the upscale north-side mall of La Cantera, where
parking lots are jammed with luxury cars and the walkways
with Spanish-speaking shoppers in designer clothing.
Javier Paredes, a local architect who grew up in Morelia, Mexico, epitomizes some of these trends. Eight years
ago, his mother, an influential mining broker, was kidnapped and forced to reveal company secrets. After her
release, the family settled together near downtown San
Antonio, because of the city’s cultural familiarity.
There has also been substantial in-migration from
many races and places throughout America. San Antonio
has become, like the other Texas cities, a major lure for domestic migrants. This is in stark contrast with major ocean
coastal cities such as New York, Los Angeles and Chicago.

parts of America people net are leaving for San Antonio
. There are only a handful of areas that had positive net
migration from San Antonio, most notably Austin, 80 miles
to the northeast. Meanwhile, whole swaths of the country — including much of California, Cascadia, Florida, the
Southwest, the Northeast and the Rust Belt — are pushing
people out and into San Antonio.
Figure 5

This is particularly true for the young. Once an area
that had trouble holding onto younger educated people,
the region has now emerged as one of the fastest-growing
destinations for them, outpacing in terms of growth such
traditional “brain gain” centers as New York City, Boston
and San Francisco. From 2010-13, San Antonio had the second-highest percentage growth among college-educated
persons ages 25-34, and the fastest growth rates over that
period for 20-to-29–year-olds of all education levels.156
Figure 6

Figure 4

DOMESTIC MIGRATION

This domestic growth was displayed in a map by Manhattan Institute senior fellow Aaron Renn, showing which

AGE 25-34 COLLEGE EDUCATED GROWTH

The reasons are multifaceted: Some people may be
seeking warmer weather, better amenities or a historical
setting. More likely, migrants are drawn to San Antonio for
pragmatic reasons. The cost of living is relatively low, highlighted by median home prices that, at $131,000, are $55,000
below the national median. San Antonio also has strong
employment opportunities and companies desperate to
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hire, explaining the wage growth.

Figure 9

Figure 7

TRAVEL TIME TO WORK 2014

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

These low housing prices explain much of San Antonio’s relatively low cost of living. According to the Council
For Community and Economic Research, San Antonio’s living costs are less than half those of New York or San Francisco, and considerably less even than sunbelt boom towns
such as Houston, Dallas-Ft. Worth, Austin, and Phoenix.
Figure 8

COST OF LIVING INDEX, SELECTED METRO
AREAS U.S. AVERAGE = 100

“We don’t have enough people,” says Tony Quesada,
editor-in-chief of the San Antonio Business Journal, “so we
wind up importing talent from other parts of the country.”
Then there are quality-of-life factors: Average one-way
commute times are several minutes below the U.S. average,
at 22 minutes. And, once drivers get off the city’s highways,
they will likely be strolling through any number of quiet,
secluded neighborhoods.157
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But complementing these factors is an attraction that
you hear repeatedly during interviews and will find anecdotally while navigating the streets — “comfort.” San
Antonio is a big city with a small-town feel, where people
are friendly, and community relations are tight. This was
reaffirmed in July, when Travel + Leisure magazine named
San Antonio America’s Friendliest City, based on reader
surveys.158
Former mayor Cisneros called this dynamic the city’s
“secret sauce,” claiming that it has helped unify whites and
Hispanics, as well as competing factions of the business
and political communities. The sentiment was echoed by
outsiders, including 31-year-old real estate developer Juan
Cano. By his mid-twenties, he’d grown frustrated with San
Diego’s traffic, high costs and mediocre job market. So he
studied what city he should relocate to, and, after combining several economic and quality-of-life factors, chose San
Antonio.
He said the best thing he’s encountered in his seven
years here is the city’s homey atmosphere.
“What San Antonio beats people out on is not weather,
is not number of activities or amenities; but what they beat
out other cities and states on is congeniality,” he said. “Peo-
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ple here really care about how your day is going.”
Cano agrees with Cisneros that this openness also
bolsters the business climate, including for small entrepreneurs like him, looking to make connections.

FORMATION OF A NEW KIND OF CITY

ed pattern still defines San Antonio, although things are
changing.
Figure 11

LATINO POPULATION GROWTH

Of course, growth doesn’t occur in a bubble; when various factors drive lots of people into an area, there will be
tangible changes at street level. A traditional urban commentator might guess that such growth would produce infill densification, as it did for the coastal cities that boomed
during America’s industrial era.
And to some degree, such “buzz” is now felt in Texas’ opportunity cities, including San Antonio. While its
downtown remains largely for tourists, adjacent areas are
growing more vibrant and cultured, thanks to millennial
population growth and city-funded enhancements. The
River Walk has been extended north and south of downtown, sparking mid- and high-rise development. Along the
“Southtown” portion of the route, new condos mix with historic homes and mostly unpretentious nightlife. Along the
route’s northern portion, the city pursued a public-private
partnership to create the Pearl District, a mixed-use, master-planned development that has become one of America’s
leading warehouse revitalization stories. Other interior
neighborhoods — North St. Mary’s, Tobin Hill and the Market Square area in west downtown — are slowly filling in.
Figure 10

A cumbia band plays at a bar in the North St. Mary’s neighborhood, an area that
attracts white college students, Mexican hipsters, and other elements of San Antonio’s growing Millennial imprint. / photo by Scott Beyer

But if San Antonio is showing some welcome growth
in its inner ring, the city’s trajectory continues further
outward, primarily to the north. This section of town long
was the exclusive white area, while lower-income Mexican-American families dominated the west and south
sides, and African Americans the east side. This segregat-
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Figure 12

Figure 13

PERCENT LATINO POPULATION 2014

LATINO POPULATION GROWTH
FORM 2000 TO 2014

Latino Population Growth
From 2000 to 2014

Stone Oak is the prototypical example: Once a stretch
of undeveloped Texas Hill Country extending north from
the state Highway1604 loop circling the central city, it has
become a gargantuan master-planned community of 31,000
residents in just two decades.159 It features densely packed
single- and multifamily housing and retail rolling for miles.
Stone Oak accommodates much of San Antonio’s new
money, which is to say that it is one-third Hispanic. The
community is populated by health workers, techies, staffers
at nearby UTSA and most notably, Mexican nationals.
Growth is even occurring in the historically hyper
exclusive suburbs carved out within San Antonio’s city
boundaries, like Alamo Heights and Terrell Hills. According to Sáenz, these areas were once forbidden to minorities.
Today, there is a Hispanic presence in both suburbs, and
generally throughout San Antonio’s north side. This suggests that the city is providing upward mobility for large
portions of its Hispanic population.
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FUTURE CHALLENGES
Cities that enjoyed the rapid growth now experienced
by San Antonio have also suffered the downsides. New
York, San Francisco and Los Angeles, among others, are
economically dynamic and culturally interesting, yet overwhelmed by overloaded infrastructure, service failures,
growth-killing regulations and patronage-ridden political
machines that only worsen these problems. When I asked
community leaders how San Antonio could avoid this fate
in coming decades, two answers surfaced.
The first was that San Antonio needed to continue
expanding infrastructure, a point emphasized by local billionaire and Spurs owner Red McCombs. This could mean
everything from doubling down on housing and highway
construction to exploring 21st-century solutions like green
energy. While there have been recent expansions, the San
Antonio-Austin corridor lacks a top-notch airport, which
may explain why neither city has had the same success
attracting corporations as had Houston and Dallas.160 In
other cases, however, the city is taking the initiative in in-
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frastructure growth. In May, the San Antonio Water System
board approved the takeover of the Vista Ridge Pipeline,
a new project that will diversify the water supply.161 San
Antonio also recently launched SA2020, a plan designed to
improve the city on 58 quality-of-life indicators.162
Fortunately, San Antonio is in a financial position for
such expansion; while other U.S. cities’ pension debts have
prevented them from even providing well-paved streets.
San Antonio has among the lowest per capita unfunded
pension liabilities of any major city. For six consecutive
years, the city has received a perfect bond rating. It also has
a population, said McCombs, while overlooking the downtown skyline from his north-central office, that understands intuitively the connection between capital investment and prosperity.163
“You give Texans a good reason for paying taxes,” he
said, “and they’ll pay them.”
Secondly and perhaps even more critically, San Antonio needs to continue mobilizing its minority population,
mainly by improving its K-12 education system. While there
are countless success stories here, there are also Mexican-Americans and African Americans who have lived in
multigenerational poverty on the city’s west, south and east
sides, and low-skilled, non-English-speaking immigrants
are still arriving. Many of their neighborhoods, while certainly nicer than most urban American slums, are nonetheless rundown and have lower-performing public schools
than those in outlying areas.164 The city and the state have
taken several recent measures to address the problem,
including a city voter-approved sales tax increase for Pre-K
schooling, and charter school expansion.165
Other K-12 measures have been more innovative. The

SA Works program, for example, is a partnership between
the city and the Chamber of Commerce to connect high
school and college students with local companies and
other supporting agencies, who then offer internships and
job-shadowing opportunities.166
In June, a partnership was launched between the San
Antonio Independent School District and H.E.B. to open
five specialty schools that will plug students into the local
employment scene.167
If San Antonio continues embracing new ideas to
address its infrastructure and education challenges, it will
remain a regional growth engine, and an example for other
cities. America, after all, is slated to become 23 percent
Hispanic by 2035. San Antonio represents an extreme early
version of this demographic shift, and an example of how it
can work.
“San Antonio,” concluded Cisneros, is “driven by the
understanding that jobs and incomes are the way we’re going to progress, and, in fact, we have. I see it in the quality of
restaurants, the [more diverse] crowd at the Spurs [games],
in the retail mix of the city, the integration in neighborhoods, with Latinos and African Americans moving into
neighborhoods once beyond their reach. Intermarriage. It’s
almost as if a new culture has emerged. … It’s one culture
adapting the things that it likes about another culture.”
These same economic and cultural improvements can
be observed in other big Texas cities, suggesting that they
are the outcome of liberalized polices. San Antonio, as the
Mexican-American capital, has long been the underdog of
the four great Texas cities. But today its Latino character is
proving to be yet another asset, contributing a unique wrinkle within Texas’ broader urban growth story.
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MILITARY EMPLOYMENT AND THE UPWARD MOBILITY OF
LATINOS IN SAN ANTONIO
ROGELIO SÁENZ
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT SAN ANTONIO
The long presence of military installations extending
back approximately a century has led to the designation of
San Antonio as Military City USA. The military continues
to be one of the city’s major employers.168 The area’s six military bases — Fort Sam Houston, Lackland Air Force Base,
Randolph Air Force Base, Brooks City-Base, Camp Bullis,
and Camp Stanley — together represent one of the largest
active and retired military populations in the country. A
2011 study found that the Department of Defense (DoD)
had a $27.7 billion impact on the city’s economy; supported 189,148 jobs in the city; granted $4 billion in contracts
locally; and provided support for 55,000 DoD retirees in the
community.169
The military presence has touched the lives of countless
of San Antonians, particularly Latinos in the city. Especially important was the role played by Kelly Air Force Base
(AFB) (officially renamed from Kelly Field in 1948)—located
in the city’s heavily Latino Westside. Former San Antonio
mayor and former secretary of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development, Henry Cisneros, who grew up on
the Westside, recently recalled with affection that his own
father as well as neighbors worked at Kelly.170
Nelson Wolfe, Bexar County judge and former mayor
of San Antonio, notes that “For generations of Hispanic
families, probably more so than anybody,…it [Kelly AFB]
pulled them out of poverty, it gave them hope….Kelly was
the key factor in offering upward mobility for Hispanics.”
171 Kelly provided opportunities for Mexican Americans
who for generations had been excluded from opportunities
for advancement. Employment at Kelly offered steady work
and allowed Mexican American workers—many who were
veterans—to buy a home and send their children to college.
Local artist, Jesse Treviño, himself a veteran of the
Vietnam War where he lost his right hand, aptly captures
the image of the Latino worker at Kelly in his painting titled
“No Te Acabes Kelly Field” meaning “Do Not End Kelly
Field.”172 Sarah Fisch describes the Latino worker featured
in the painting: “Here’s a guy with a government desk job,
in his cubicle, manning his part of the federal territory,
meeting you face to face. You’re forced—challenged—to
meet his eyes, to meet this portrait’s subject on his terms.
It’s a bracingly powerful image….”
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The 1995 Defense Base Closure and Realignment
Commission (BRAC) ordered the closing of Kelly. In 2001,
it became part of nearby Lackland AFB, with the majority
of operations becoming Port San Antonio, an industrial
business park.173 Port San Antonio today is housed on 1,900
acres and is home to 70 private and public organizations
along with 12,000 employees working in the aerospace,
logistics/manufacturing, and government/military industries.174
The long-term impact of Kelly on the community and
the city’s Latino population remains significant. For example, Arturo V. Perez, who passed away earlier this year,
worked for Kelly AFB beginning in the mid-1950s.175 Perez
rose through the ranks from supply clerk to senior engineer.
Through his work at Kelly, he was able to make sure that all
of his five children graduated from college. While working
at Kelly, he earned his GED and completed electronic training, which opened an opportunity for him to work on radios
and televisions in the evenings. After he retired from Kelly,
Perez opened his own business—Arturo’s Barbacoa (barbacoa is a slowed-cooked version of barbeque), a very popular
restaurant that he operated for twenty years.
Manuel J. Jimenez, who passed away in October 2015,
worked at Kelly AFB as an aircraft mechanic after returning
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from serving in the Philippines during World War II.176 His
work at Kelly helped him provide well for his family. After
36 years, Jimenez retired and opened Pipo’s Lounge, a small
bar that grew into a popular family-oriented dancehall.
A generation of activists, like Luz Medina Escamilla,
learned organizing skills at Kelly. Escamilla, who passed
away in June 2014, had a successful career spanning four
decades at Kelly AFB, rising from key puncher to system analyst. She was a community activist with a deep passion for
issues concerning women and education, serving as a delegate at the first United Nations International Conference on
Women, held in Mexico City in 1975.177 Escamilla mentored
many local women activists, including María Antonietta
Berriozábal, the first Mexican American woman elected to
the San Antonio City Council (1981-1991).178
Military employment no longer plays as dominant a
role in nurturing upward mobility for Latinos in the city.
In their study of Mexican Americans in San Antonio and
Los Angeles, Edward Telles and Vilma Ortiz observed a
significant drop in military employment in San Antonio

from 16 percent among parents in 1970 to 1 percent among
their children in 2000.179 Still, according to the 2010-2014
American Community Survey, Latinos who are U.S. citizens
are more likely to hold a federal government job in the San
Antonio-New Braunfels Metropolitan Area (4.3%) than in
the other three major metropolitan areas of the state (Austin-Round Rock, 2.3%; Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, 1.9%;
and Houston-The Woodlands-Sugar Land, 1.4%).180
The legacy of military presence in San Antonio remains a critical element for the Latino community. For a
generation of Latinos excluded from social and economic
opportunities in the private sector, employment in the city’s
military bases helped them attain a middle-class life for
themselves and their families. Many Latinos in San Antonio today retain a familial link to the military bases in the
city. This legacy remains, and constitutes an important part
of the success story of this great American city.
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JAMES P. LESAGE
FIELDS ENDOWED CHAIR FOR URBAN AND REGIONAL ECONOMICS
TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY

INTRODUCTION
A new economic corridor is emerging in the center of
Texas. Hays and Comal Counties are part of the Austin and
San Antonio metropolitan areas respectively. But they are
not merely suburbs capturing overflow from larger cities.
They are becoming part and parcel of an emerging 80-milelong economic corridor between San Antonio and Austin,
along the I-35. In the process, this region centered around
San Marcos and Hays County, is emerging as a hub in its
own right.
This new corridor is beginning to resemble another
Texas style “metroplex” between Dallas and Ft. Worth. It is
a development that can also be compared, in some aspects,
to other growth corridors, such as the San Jose to San
Francisco strip, the Raleigh-Durham area and the Wasatch
Front stretching from Ogden through Salt Lake City to
Provo.
Figure 1

Texas State Demographer Lloyd Potter foresees an additional 1.5 million people in the corridor by 2030, a nearly
34 percent jump. In Hays and Comal counties, the state
projects between 69 and 44 percent in population growth
during that period. “Over the next 50 years, Austin and San
Antonio will become a single mega-metro area,” Austin
Mayor Steve Adler says. “The corridor in between will be
52

the first reflection of this coming future, providing greater
connectivity to serve the increasing interdependence and
joint economic potential as the two cities grow together.”181
As occurs in many emerging regions, the Austin-San
Antonio can be considered multi-directional, extending to
and from both larger cities, but also from the emerging hub
around San Marcos.
The San Marcos segment of the Corridor is already
more than a bedroom and retail community. Amazon
decided to build an 855,000 square foot fulfillment center
in San Marcos (Hays County) that will eventually employ
1,000 people. Sysco Corporation opened a distribution
facility in New Braunfels (Comal County) that employs 650
people. More importantly, Texas State University in San
Marcos, with nearly 40,000 students and a growing research profile, is anchoring an emerging high tech base for
the corridor.
Something big is starting to happen in this once rural
region of Texas. This report is divided into three sections
that explore – the what, the why, and the future. The best
predictor of the future is usually what has happened in the
past, let us begin there.

DIMENSIONS OF REGIONAL GROWTH
The rate of growth in Hays and Comal Counties is exceptional, even by the standards of Texas. They are far outpacing the nation in both population and jobs, and growing at twice the rate of Texas as a whole. The two counties
exceed even the rest of metro Austin, which has historically
been among the leaders in job growth nationally. Three of
the 25 fastest growing counties in the country are located in
the Austin-San Antonio Corridor.182
The table on the next page highlights the dimensions of
this very rapid growth.
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TABLE 1. FACETS OF GROWTH BY COUNTY
County

2010-13 new firms

New firms % change

Employment change

Employment %
change

Hi-tech firms

2010-13 change
Hi-tech

Net migration 201213 from 9 counties

Met migration 201213 from US

est growing counties not only in Texas but the country.

Bexar

1417

4.36

47201

7.50

1434

3.83

-2697

10081

Blanco

6

2.36

3

0.16

8

-11.11

-37

70

Caldwell

16

3.00

719

13.41

23

0.00

487

554

Comal

287

10.22

5580

15.78

112

16.66

1642

3891

Guadalupe

100

5.61

1949

7.73

53

29.26

304

2054

Hays

358

11.23

7373

19.66

145

5.84

2278

3881

Kendall

22

2.01

833

8.24

40

0.00

768

1642

Travis

2655

9.33

44324

9.42

2462

11.35

-6039

39849

Williamson

853

10.58

20793

17.87

592

17.69

3294

9746

Total/average

5714

6.52

128775

11.09

4869

8.16

0

71768

Employment Growth. There has been a pattern of
positive employment growth in all counties, with Hays the
leader followed by Williamson then Comal. The entire corridor is among the national leaders in job creation, out-distancing not only the nation but Texas as well.
Figure 2

JOB GROWTH: 2006 – 2016

Figure 3

CHANGE IN POPULATION

Migration. Williamson County gained the most population from those living in the nine county region, followed by Hayes and Comal. Overall the entire Corridor has
experienced large domestic in-migration, well above Texas
averages, and even more so in comparison with large metropolitan areas like New York, Los Angeles and Chicago.
Figure 4

DOMESTIC MIGRATION

New Firms. We see more new firms in all counties, with
the highest percentage growth in new firms occurring in
Hays, then Williamson and Comal counties. The definition
of new firms used here includes opening of new branches
or plants by existing firms that operate multiple establishments.
High-Tech Firms. Growth of high-technology firms
occurred in 6 of the 9 counties, with Guadalupe the leader
in percentage terms followed by Williamson then Comal
and Travis counties.
Population. The entire San Antonio-Austin corridor has
some of the most rapid growth in the country, as we can see
in the first slide. The region also contains many of the fast-

The following sections provide more detail on this outsized performance.

INDUSTRIES DRIVING REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT GROWTH
Employment growth has been broad across several industries, with the fastest growing industry being Electronic
Shopping and Mail-Order Houses. Another cluster of fast
growing industries are private (not public) firms involved
in education and training (Elementary and Secondary
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Figure 5

IS A HIGH TECHNOLOGY CORRIDOR BETWEEN AUSTIN AND
SAN ANTONIO EMERGING?
Located between the high-tech hub of Austin and the
emerging one centered in San Antonio, the region between
the two is also showing growth in high-tech firms, as show
in table 3 below.
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Kendall

Travis

Williamson

137

40

2211

503

Kendall

Travis

Williamson

112

Hays

23

41

Hays

8

96

Guadalupe

Blanco

1434

23

Guadalupe

Bexar

firms

Comal

9

Comal

Blanco

1381

Caldwell

Bexar

firms

Caldwell

2010 high
technology

TABLE 2. 2010 AND 2013 HIGH TECHNOLOGY
FIRMS BY COUNTY

2013 high
technology

Schools, Other Schools and Instruction, Technical and
Trade Schools, Business Schools and Computer and Management Training). This does not include the significant
role played by Texas State University in education related to
business and computer management and engineering.
This job growth, of course, has been driven by population growth. In terms of location quotient, the area remains
much stronger in lower-end service industries. For example, Hays and Comal counties have 26 and 16 percent of employment in retail industries compared to only 13 percent
nationally.
But this appears to be changing, as evidenced by the
growth of key “export” industries --- that is goods and
services largely consumed elsewhere. This includes key
manufacturing fields, such as Industrial Machinery, Motor
Vehicle Parts, and Metalworking Machinery. Overall the
area is enjoying a manufacturing boom that far exceeds the
national average.
This growth is also evident in several key service industries such as Management Services, Educational Services,
and Professional, Scientific and Technical services. Particularly critical has been the logistics and wholesale industry, which serves not just the local economy but the entire
regional and nation, with the massive new Amazon facility
representative of this type of growth. Although much of the
region’s growth has been in traditionally lower-wage service industries, the fastest growing sectors tend to be higher
wage, information fields like management of companies
and enterprises, educational, professional, scientific and
technical services.

53

145

40

2462

592

Change

53

1

0

16

12

8

0

251

89

% change

3.83

-11.11

0.00

16.66

29.26

5.84

0.00

11.35

17.69

The most rapid growth has been in Basic Chemical
Manufacturing, Software Publishers, Computer Systems
Design and Related Services, Commercial and Service Industry Machinery Manufacturing, Scientific Research and
Development Services, and Pharmaceutical and Medicine
Manufacturing.
The high-technology industry with the largest number of establishments was Computer Systems Design and
Related Services, consistent with the reputation of Austin as
an emerging leader in this area of economic activity. Architectural, Engineering, and Related Services had the second
largest number of establishments, followed by Scientific Research and Development Services, Oil and Gas Extraction,
and Software Publishers.
The total number of firms in Hays and Comal remains
much lower than in the far larger Travis and Bexar Counties, but their growth shows that the San Marcos Corridor
segment is already participating in the regional high tech
cluster, with potential future upside from its growth.
If the region is to develop into a larger high tech center,
Texas State University will play a vital role in powering
that transformation as it continues to expand its research
reputation and the funding that goes with it. Texas State
has already helped launch an important tech industry
venture with the establishment of the Science, Technology and Advanced Research (STAR) Park which sits on 58
total acres dedicated by Texas State for future expansion.
Executive Director Stephen Frayser describes the park as an
accelerator, now helping eitht for-profit companies to market, including three student startups. STAR One, the first
building, broke ground with 14,000 square feet, but filled up
quickly. Frayser says, “We have had to expand twice since
opening in November, 2012 and will have 36,000 square feet
operational by September 1, 2016.”
How the future growth of Texas State, its research funding quest, and initiatives such as STAR Park play out will do
much to determine the degree to which San Marcos’ high
tech ambitions take off.
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POPULATION GROWTH AND MIGRATION
People are an increasingly critical raw material for
economic growth in San Marcos (Hays County) and New
Braunfels (Comal County). Overall Hays and Comal have
enjoyed among the fastest growth rates of any counties
over 100,000 in the nation, easily outpacing even the torrid
growth experienced by Austin and other Texas cities. The
following map tells us the regions and feeder states from
which Hays and Comal Counties have been drawing net
migration.
Figure 6

TABLE 3. 2012-2013 FEEDER STATES PROVIDING LARGEST
IN AND OUT FLOWS OF MIGRANTS
Largest

County

Inflow
States

Largest

Bexar
CA

County

Outflow
States

4894

Largest

County

Largest

Inflow
States
Bexar

CA

3431

Comal
CA

County

Outflow
States
Comal

233

CA

52
36

FL

3177

FL

2607

AZ

70

CO

VA

1768

CO

1545

NV

62

AZ

32

IL

1452

VA

1447

OK

40

OK

23

CO

1433

AZ

1191

CO

39

NV

18

COMAL COUNTY

Travis

Travis

Hays

Hays

FL

12835

CA

3681

CA

410

CA

150

CA

7959

FL

3652

FL

83

FL

60

NY

6189

NY

1495

NV

71

AZ

53

GA

4219

CO

1073

AZ

70

NV

35

IL

2175

WA

842

IL

63

WA

26

EXPLAINING REGIONAL GROWTH: A GEOGRAPHICALLY
ADVANTAGED REGION

Figure 7

HAYS COUNTY

Outside Texas, California was the largest source of
in-migration and also the largest destination for out-migration. (In the case of Travis County, California is the second
largest source of in-migration with Florida being first.)
Focusing on California and Florida, we see total net gains
from California equal to 6,182. In the case of Florida, we see
total net gains equal to (9,776 during the 2012-2013 period.

What accounts for the growth of the San Marcos Corridor? Three factors loom large: the region’s unique geographic advantages and exceptional quality of life that set
it apart from other suburban regions, and the high quality
public policy environment of Texas.
Just as Dallas-Ft. Worth benefitted from being a highly
multi-polar “metroplex” that evolved from two formerly
distinct urban areas, a similar (if smaller scale and more
nascent) effect is taking place between Austin and San
Antonio.
Dallas and Ft. Worth are 33 miles apart. Austin and San
Antonio are 80 miles apart. Despite the greater distance,
much of the I-35 corridor is already developed between the
two. It makes logistical and financial sense to locate some
facilities, such as Amazon’s fulfillment center, in the San
Marcos Corridor segment to easily serve both markets.
The same effect applies to people too. Those who live in
the corridor have the ability to commute to either major city
to work, giving them access to more potential employment
opportunities. San Marcos is about 30-45 miles from downtown Austin or San Antonio – a long but doable commute –
which is shorter than in many suburban areas. However, in
both Austin and San Antonio, there are many jobs located
in suburban areas that are closer to San Marcos.183
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Figure 8

A look at job growth by occupational category reveals
the Hays and Comal advantage. Nationally, the largest 21
broad occupational categories account for one-third of all
employment. In Austin and San Antonio, 21 broad occupational categories (not necessarily the same) also account for
around one-third of all employment.
Of these 21 categories of jobs, 16 were in common to
Austin and San Antonio, and the percentage change in
these types of jobs were compared for Austin and San Antonio. Somewhat remarkably, 8 of the 16 job categories show a
pattern where either Austin or San Antonio has higher than
national employment growth while the other city has lower
than national growth.
This may explain the attraction of Hays and Comal
counties where residents can commute to work in either
metro area. In the face of jobs requiring specific skills disappearing in one city, workers find new jobs appearing in
the other city. They simply need to commute to a new job in
the other city, rather than being forced to move.
This effect is magnified for households with more than
one worker. One spouse can work in Austin, the other in
San Antonio. Outside of pricey Austin neighborhoods, inexpensive suburban housing can be found throughout the
Corridor.

THE QUALITY OF LIFE ADVANTAGE
Perhaps nothing drives growth in the region more than
the quality of life offered by the Corridor. When we asked
several business leaders what brought people here it wasn’t
too long in the conversation before the discussion turned
from the tangible reasons to the intangible, the big intangible being quality of life.
Dan Stauffer, Vice President of Marketing/Real Estate
of McCoy’s Building Supply (which moved its headquarters from Houston to San Marcos decades ago) was quick
to bring up the quality of life draw that Austin and San
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Antonio has for people who move to the area. Again the
geographic advantage of the region is key. Austin and San
Antonio are culturally very different cities; residents of the
San Marcos Corridor visit both and enjoy all they have to
offer – then come home and live in the relative peace and
tranquility of Central Texas.
The overpowering quality of life factor in the Corridor
is the Texas Hill Country. Bordered west of the Austin/ San
Antonio Corridor the Hill Country is immense and very
unique. It covers 11,111 square miles, offering plenty of
recreational options including tubing opportunities in the
Guadalupe River (Comal County), The Blanco (Hays County) and a lot more. Overall the elevation goes from about 510
feet above sea level, just east of San Marcos 184 , to 853 feet
in Wimberley 185 to its highest elevation of 2,460 feet further
in.186
The Hill Country’s attraction ranges from residents and
CEOs who want to move their company to be close to their
ranch full time, to city dwellers who have second homes
they visit to get away from it all. The Wall Street Journal’s
recent article describing a “land rush for the rich” in the
Hill Country testifies to its red-hot appeal.187
Near New Braunfels is the Town of Gruene – which features one of America’s oldest Dance halls – Gruene Dance
Hall (established 1878). It attracts over 1.2 million guests
per year according to Rusty Brockman, Economic Development Director of the Greater New Braunfels Chamber of
Commerce. Many artists - legends such as Chubby Checker, Lyle Lovett, and Willie Nelson and relative newcomers
like Kevin Costner have performed there according to the
Gruene Dance Hall website.

THE TEXAS POLICY ADVANTAGE
Although the region has generally outpaced other Texas cities in terms of the growth, the area’s emergence has
much in common with the same things that have driven the
growth of other Texas cities.
There are a unique set of conditions that exist in both
Texas and the emerging Central Texas Corridor which do
not exist in very many other places. We’re not saying that
they individually don’t exist throughout the other 49 states,
but together this complete set of free market oriented set
of rules and tax rates would be hard to find in too many
places. These include being a no income tax state, a right
to work state, and having biannual legislative sessions that
limit the opportunity for regulatory mischief.
These reasons provide a base of attraction for businesses and people to consider Texas – and the Austin – San
Antonio Corridor – to relocate, expand and grow.
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Figure 9

Texas also does not impose a traditional corporate
income tax, though it does impose a modified gross receipts
tax, commonly known as the Margin Tax. However, in 2014,
this rate was only 0.975%.
When doing the math, you can see that individuals and
businesses coming from the area’s large feeder states can
look forward to keeping more of their own money – a worker
or investor from California gets a raise of 13.3% for starters,
not to mention much lower property prices. The pretax incomes in some feeder states may be higher, but will in most
cases be lower once tax burdens are accounted for.
Overall, Texas’ tax climate is ranked 10th by the Tax
Foundation.188 California, the state sending the most people to the area, ranks 48th. Other key feeder states to the
region also score lower than Texas, include Colorado (18th),
Illinois (23rd), Arizona (24th), Virginia (30th), Oklahoma
(33rd), Georgia (39th) and New York (49th).
Beyond low taxes, Texas also has a regulatory system
that’s friendly to business and housing development. In
part this comes from a state legislature that meets only
once every two years. Only four states still do this (the others are Montana, Nevada, and North Dakota). The legislatures of every other state meet annually.
A biannual legislative session does not necessarily
guarantee less burdensome regulations, though legislators
do have fewer opportunities to regulate. But Texas’ biannual legislature is indicative of its business friendly mindset,
which we see clearly in the output. This includes a right to
work law, which prohibits employees from being forced to
join a labor union.
Even within Texas, the counties at the center of the
Corridor maintain distinct advantages. One key advantage
can be seen in such things as property taxes, which comprise the bulk of the tax burden in Texas. Hays and Comal
counties, and their cities, offer favorable numbers that attract not only feeder states migrants, but feeder Texas cities
and county migrants.
Home prices constitute an advantage for most Texas
cities, but even here, the Hays-Comal hub provides even
a higher level of affordability. Low taxes and low housing
prices make a very convincing case for companies, and
individuals, coupled with strong job growth.

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

Figure 10

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
& DOMESTIC MIGRATION %

Housing affordability has become one of the key determinants that attracts new migrants to a region. Those areas
with high prices relative to incomes tend to lose migrants
while those with lower costs --- a median multiple of four or
less --- tend to attract newcomers.
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Figure 11

THE FUTURE OF THE SAN MARCOS CORRIDOR: A NEW
STAR FOR TEXAS?
Lee Graham, President of Mensor LP, a market leader
in pressure calibration that moved from Houston in 1978,
suggests, “There’s a lot of similarities between what happened with Dallas and Fort Worth 30 years ago with all the
communities that filled in between there…. It all developed
and filled in.” He went on to say that there is more industry
coming on line in the Corridor - even talks about the viability of a future regional airport in Hays or Caldwell County.
Austin’s Culture Map prognosticated recently with the
headline “Could Austin and San Antonio be the Next Dallas-Fort Worth?”189 They interviewed Austin entrepreneur,
author, and speaker Gary Hoover who thinks that by 2050
the US Census Bureau will label Austin and San Antonio as
precisely this kind of meg-metro area. He notes: “Just the
natural growth of the two cities will cause them to collide”.190
However, for this vision to become reality, there needs
to be greater focus on higher paying jobs in business and
professional services, manufacturing and technology.
Today Hays and Comal County employment is concentrated in construction (including residential and multifamily),
retail trade, accommodation and food services and arts,
entertainment and recreation -which has fueled the 37%
job growth from 2006-2016. Yet, as we have seen above,
the fastest growing sectors are in higher-wage, skilled and
technical fields. Despite growth in these fields, the area still
lags the national average in many key fields like information, management of enterprises, finance and professional,
business and technical services.
It is critical to note that the Corridor --- particularly
the Hays-Comal area --- has only recently emerged from an
essentially rural past. The key is to make sure that this pastto-the-future transition is tilted towards higher wage, high
skilled sectors.
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Figure 12

Yet the past does not define the future. Silicon Valley was largely agricultural as late as the 1960s and Raleigh-Durham even later. In contrast Boston’s 128 beltway
grew amidst the oldest industrial area in North America,
and yet ultimately lost preeminence to the Valley.191
The formula that needs to be applied here is forward
looking. An agrarian past is no barrier, and may even, to
some extent, be an advantage to a region that wants to capture expanding growth from already strong metropolitan
economies. The room to expand, lower cost of living associated with less developed economies, and a commitment to
preservation of some open space could prove advantageous
over the long term.

KEY FUTURE CHALLENGES
However, just being at the right place at the right time
may not be enough. Hays and Comal Counties face many
challenges that must be overcome to achieve long-term success. Education has been a big part of all high-tech corridor
successes, and Texas State University is certainly a piece
of it. But there is also the challenge of training the existing
workforce; although improving, the education level of the
counties remains below national standards but competitive to the city and county comparisons nearby (see charts
1 and 2). Efforts to upskill the existing workforce will be
critical in the future. Just as important is keeping up with
infrastructure needs, particularly transportation.
Perhaps the greatest vulnerability of the corridor lies
with educational attainment. Although the Austin area is
very strong, and well above the national average, the San
Antonio region is lagging, as is New Braunfels. In contrast,
in large part due to Texas State, San Marcos is above the
national average in educational attainment. Expanding the
area with high concentrations of college educated people
seems a critical step to fulfilling the vision of a thriving
Corridor between Austin and San Antonio, and the emergence of Hays and Comal as key players in the new regional
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configuration.
Fortunately, there are positive efforts and activity in all
three areas.
The Greater San Marcos Partnership, according to
President Adriana Cruz, has developed a five-year regional
economic development strategy (Vision 2020) aimed at
growing the region’s economy to attract the high skilled and
wage jobs critical to the region’s future
Since 2006, ten new schools have opened in the four
Hays County School districts: Hays, San Marcos, Wimberley and Dripping Springs. Three new schools are to
open soon in both the Hays and Dripping Springs school
districts.192
In Hays County the three workforce development players are Gary Job Corps Center (US Department of Labor),
Workforce Solutions Rural Capital Area (multi county community partnership) and Austin Community College (ACC Hays County falls into their 7,000 square mile service area).
Texas State University was recently added to this roster
having been named part of the Tech Hire community by
the White House. TechHire is designed to train and develop
a homegrown information technology workforce that includes ACC, Capital and Rural Capital Workforce Solutions,
the City of Austin and the Greater San Marcos Partnership.
In Comal County, the Central Texas Technology Center in New Braunfels is undergoing a 25,000 square foot
expansion (opening for classes in 2016) that will double the
size. This is part of the Alamo Community College District.
Schools in both Comal school districts have been building

new schools at a rapid rate. Comal County has had seven
new schools come on line since 2006 with four more due to
open within the next few years.
Then there is the challenge of infrastructure and transportation. Two major highways serve the region. One is I-35,
connecting San Antonio to New Braunfels to San Marcos
to Kyle to Buda to Austin. The other is State Highway 130,
a 90-mile toll way connecting Seguin to Lockhart to North
Austin - and boasting an 85 miles per hour speed limit.
Capacity is presently adequate, but future growth may put
strain on these facilities. Failure to expand infrastructure
has already produced traffic problems in Austin.
There is an ongoing discussion of a commuter rail
line connecting Austin to San Antonio that would serve
San Marcos. The proposal suffered a serious setback when
Union Pacific elected not to support it, and the history of
new rail projects is not necessarily encouraging.193
If the area can continuously improve these critical
must-haves - work force, education and transportation – the
trajectory for the area seems to be very positive indeed. The
corridor has many things that are likely to accelerate its
growth in the years ahead: the continued growth of Austin
and San Antonio, the attraction of the Hill County, Texas
State University’s emergence and, the overall business climate of Texas. Of course many things could change but the
future looks bright for now.
When the future becomes the past, we’ll know if we’re
right.
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